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Mechanisms for the Incorporation of Proteins
in Membranes and Organelles
Because of the high degree of organizational complexity of
eucaryotic cells, it is clear that the implementation of their
genetic programs must, in many cases, involve a complex
sequence of cotranslational and posttranslational events that
are necessary to transfer polypeptides from their sites of syn-
thesis to their sites of function. It is difficult to envisage the
existence of a single general mechanism that would ensure that
all polypeptides released from ribosomes attain their correct
subcellular destination. This is because there are, in a eucar-
yotic cell, at least as many possible destinations for a newly
synthesized polypeptide as there are different compartments
and membrane systems. Moreover, it is not likely that com-
pleted and fully folded polypeptides, with their charged and
polar residues exposed to the aqueous environment, could
freely traverse hydrophobic barriers constituted by phospho-
lipid bilayers, which are the universal feature of all cell mem-
branes (208). Instead, it may be expected that special mecha-
nisms have evolved that direct polypeptides to specific mem-
branes and, when necessary, assist them in theirpassage across
the hydrophobic barriers. These mechanisms must involve
specific receptors for structuralfeatures ofthe polypeptides and
may entail conformational changes or even extensive structural
modifications of the polypeptide, as well as the expenditure of
energy.
In this paper we consider mechanisms for the transfer of newly
synthesized polypeptides to their sites of function in different
subcellular membranes and organelles, and discuss models in
which specific features ofthe polypeptides serve as signals to direct
them along selected subcellular pathways to their final destina-
tion. Thesesignals may act during translation or aftersynthesis
of the polypeptide is completed and may or may not be
removed from the initial product of translation. Transient or
permanent signals within polypeptides destined to membranes
would also account for the final characteristic orientation of
membrane proteins with respect to the phospholipid bilayer.
Several other reviews discussing various aspects of this subject
have recently appeared (15, 44, 53, 117a, 127, 243a).
Vectorial Discharge of Nascent Polypeptides: A
Mechanism for Segregation of Proteins into the
Lumen of the Endoplasmic Reticulum or Their
Insertion into Membranes
Studies on the biosynthesis ofsecretory proteins firstrevealed
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the existence ofa mechanism that effects the transferofproteins
across membranes concurrent with their synthesis (3, 16, 169,
170, 185, 188, 189). This mechanism, which is known as
, 'vectorial discharge of nascent polypeptides" (146, 166, 185,
188),operates during the elongation phase of protein synthesis,
i.e., before the polypeptide is fully folded, and involves the
binding of ribosomes to specific sites on membranes of the
rough endoplasmic reticulum (ER), sites which may be re-
garded as ribosome receptors (cf., 24, 115, 116, 117, 187).
The vectorial discharge of nascent polypeptides achieves its
maximum expression in the extraordinarily well-developed ER
of secretory cells of metazoa, where it ensures the transfer of
large amounts of specific proteins into the ER lumen for
subsequent transport into the Golgi apparatus, packaging into
secretory granules, and eventual discharge from the cell (cf.
155). It has become apparent, however (cf. 155, 188), that
proteins synthesized in membrane-bound ribosomes and re-
leased into the ER lumen are not all destined for secretion.
Some such proteins may remain as permanent residents of the
ER cisternae (116), while others may become associated with
the luminal face of ER membranes as peripheral proteins, as
appears to be the case with calsequestrin, a Ca"-binding
protein within the sarcoplasmic reticulum of muscle cells (79).
Other proteins initially vectorially discharged into the ER
lumen may be later diverted from the secretory pathway for
segregation within membrane-bounded organelles (145). Thus,
the lysosomal enzymes cathepsin D of spleen cells (55, 176)
and ,Q-glucuronidase of rat liver cells (164, 176) have been
shown to be synthesized exclusively in bound polysomes. Since
primary lysosomes appear to form in a special region of the
endoplasmic membrane system that includes elements of the
Golgi apparatus (GERL) (150), itis likely that other lysosomal
enzymes are also initially cotranslationally discharged into the
ER lumen. The synthesis of lysosomal enzymes on bound
polysomes is also suggested by cytochemical studies, which
demonstrated the presence of lysosomal hydrolases in the
cistemal space of the ER of developing leukocytes (4).
It can easily be envisaged that variations of the basic mech-
anism of vectorial discharge that operates for the translocation
of secretory proteins across the ER membranes can lead to the
direct incorporation of other specific nascent polypeptides into
the membrane, rather than to theirrelease into the ER lumen.
Indeed, several integral membrane proteins of the ER and
plasma membrane are synthesized in bound polysomes and arefirst inserted into the rough ER membranes before being
transferred to their ultimate destination. These include the
Ca"-ATPase of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (36, 79), cyto-
chrome P-450(5, 64, 147),epoxide hydrolase (76),and NADPH
cytochrome P-450 reductase (75, 112, 114, 151), integral pro-
teins of the ER that are present in both rough and smooth
portions of this organelle. Integral membrane proteins of the
plasma membrane that have been shown to be synthesized in
bound polysomes include not only the well-studied envelope
glycoproteins of vesicular stomatitis (VSV) (106, 107), Sindbis,
and Semliki Forest viruses (20, 21, 67, 246) but also cellular
plasma membrane proteins such as the hepatocyte 5'-nucleo-
tidase (11), band 3, the major glycoprotein of the erythrocyte
membrane (190), and the glycoprotein subunit of the Na+,K+-
ATPase (201).
Although the process of vectorial discharge of nascent poly-
peptides was first recognized in the endoplasmic reticulum of
eucaryotes, it is now clear that a similar process may operate
in bacteria (8, 44, 94, 168, 198, 214, 243) and there are indica-
tions that a modified form of vectorial discharge also operates
within semiautonomous organelles of eucaryotes such as mi-
tochondria and chloroplasts. In these cases some of the organ-
ellar (33, 118, 200) or procaryotic ribosomes (214) have been
reported to be bound, via their nascent polypeptides, to the
inner organellar membranes. The products of such membrane-
bound ribosomes could be transferred to the intermembrane
or periplasmic spaces or be inserted into the inner or outer
organellar or bacterial membranes. In the case of bacteria, it
has been directly demonstrated that nascent polypeptides of
enzymes destined to the periplasmic space span the membrane
and can be labeled from the exoplasmic side by nonpenetrating
reagents (212, 214).
Role of Cotranslational Insertion Signals in
Determining the Initial Fate ofa
Nascent Polypeptide
A primary question concerning the synthesis ofproteins on
membrane-bound ribosomes stems from the specificity of this
process: how isit determinedthat polysomes translating specific
classes of messenger RNA molecules become associated with
ER membranes, whereas others remain free in the cytoplasm
and discharge their products into the cell sap? A second major
question relates to the finerdegree of specificity that is exerted
in the operation of the vectorial discharge mechanism and, in
particular, the features of the translation product that deter-
mine whether it is discharged into the cisternal lumen or is
inserted into the ER membrane. It is clear that a full under-
standing of the process of vectorial discharge will require an
elucidation of the detailed molecular interactions between ri-
bosomes, membrane components, and specific regions of nas-
cent polypeptides at the ribosome-membrane junction.
With respect to the first question, it is now widely acknowl-
edged that the nascent polypeptide contains specific informa-
tion that plays a major role in determining the site of transla-
tion. This was deduced from a series of observations that first
demonstrated the role of the polypeptide in mediating the
binding of ribosomes to ER membranes.
(a) It was first found that ribosomes are bound to the ER
membranes via their large subunits that contain the nascent
polypeptide chains (189). It was shown, however, that in spite
of their topographical segregation, free and membrane-bound
ribosomes are capable of exchanging subunits with each cycle
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of protein synthesis, a finding that strongly argued for their
structural identity (22), which was subsequently demonstrated
by electrophoretic analyses ofribosomal proteins (121, 130; c.f.
248). These observations suggested that structural features of
the ribosome themselves do not determine the site in which
they carry out translation.
(b) It was also demonstrated that, while ribosomes not
containing nascent chains can be bound to specific receptors
on the ER membranes, such ribosomes are removed from the
membranes when microsomes are incubated in media of high
salt concentration (2, 3, 22). On the other hand, ribosomes
containing long nascent polypeptides can only be detached
from microsomal membranes by treatment with puromycin,
whichreleases the nascent polypeptide chain from the ribosome
(2, 3), or by destructive methods that unfold the ribosomal
subunits (189). Furthermore, it was shown that as the amino-
terminal portion of the nascent chain emerges from the ribo-
some it enters into a relationship with the membrane that
protects the extraribosomal segment of the nascent chain from
attack by added proteases, unless detergents are added to
dissolve the membranes (185).
It was therefore postulated (19) that information determining
the association of specific polysomes with the ER membranes
is contained in the amino-terminal segment of the nascent
polypeptide chain, which acts as a signal determining the
polysome-membrane interaction and in some way assists in the
cotranslational translocation of the polypeptide across the mi-
crosomal membrane. This postulate is the essence of a "signal
hypothesis" proposed to explain the polysome-membrane in-
teraction (16, 17, 19), which, when presented by Blobel and
Dobberstein (17), included speculative details on the mode of
action of the signal in mediating the translocation. It was
originally suggested that a channel under the ribosome exists
in the membrane, or is created during translation, for the
passage of the nascent polypeptide chain (19, 169, 187). Blobel
and Dobberstein (16, 17) proposed that a role of the signal is
to recruit membrane receptor proteins into the formation of a
hydrophilic, multimeric, transmembrane tunnel, which is sta-
bilized by a direct association of the receptor proteins with the
large ribosomal subunit. The existence ofa hydrophilic protein
tunnel capped by the ribosome would ensure that the complete
polypeptide chain, including the carboxy-terminal segment,
which at polypeptide termination is still contained within the
ribosome, crosses the membrane. The newly synthesized secre-
tory polypeptide was therefore envisaged as diffusing unidirec-
tionally into the ER lumen, with folding of the chain possibly
serving to draw the entire molecule into the lumen (44, 119,
188).
Evidence supporting the essential postulate of the "signal
hypothesis" was obtained when cell-free, messenger RNA-
dependent synthesis ofsecretory polypeptides became possible.
It was observed (16, 17, 47, 109, 138, 194, 223) that primary
translation products synthesized in the absence of microsomal
membranes (presecretory proteins) contain amino-terminal
segments (referred to as signal segments), which are not present
in the final secretory products or in products found within the
microsomal lumen (prosecretory and secretory proteins). In-
deed, Milstein et al. (138) produced an independent formula-
tion of the signal hypothesis based on their observation that
immunoglobulin light chains synthesized in vitro by micro-
somes, or in extracts that contained membranes, were processed
by removal of an amino-terminal segment to a polypeptide
with the same electrophoretic mobility as the mature light
chain.When translation occurs in association with microsomal
membranes, the signal segment is removed before synthesis of
the polypeptide is completed (16, 156, 195a) and, after poly-
peptide termination, the finished product is sequestered within
the microsomal lumen, where it is inaccessible to exogenous
proteases (17, 195b). Many signal segments of different prese-
cretory proteins have been sequenced (see 112, 114, 218).
Although their amino acid composition is variable, all signal
sequences are characterized by a high proportion ofhydropho-
bic amino acids. The fate of the cleaved signal segments is
unknown, although it may be expected that these segments are
removed from the membrane or degraded to ensure that they
do not interfere with continuing translocation ofnascent poly-
peptides. Nascent polypeptides must be longer than 30-40
amino acids, the length of the segments included within the
large ribosomal subunits (18, 131) for their signals to emerge
from the ribosomes and initiate insertion into the membrane.
If, as suggested by its resistance to exogenous proteases, the
peptidase that removes signal segments is located on the lu-
minal side of the ER membrane (100, 237), the nascent poly-
peptide would have to attain a minimal length of70-90 amino
acids (30-40 plus 20 residues required to cross the membrane,
in addition to the 18-30residues of the signal segment) for the
cleavage point to reach the enzyme and the signal segments to
be removed. This estimate is substantiated by the steady-state
distribution of intact and proteolytically processed nascent
chains of secretory polypeptides within bound polysomes (16,
156). It is therefore possible that, for short secretory polypep-
tides, completion ofsynthesis may occur before processing has
been quantitatively effected. This may explain the finding that
small amounts of preproinsulin (158) and preparathyroid hor-
mone (81) (109 and 115 residues, respectively) seem to escape
the normal cleavage process and can be detected within cells.
These findings could, perhaps, be also explained by an insuf-
ficiency of ribosome receptors in the ER membranes of these
cells.
The existence of transient amino-terminal signal segments
has been established for all eucaryotic secretory proteins so far
examined, with the exception of ovalbumin (157), which is not
proteolytically processed and appears to have a permanent
insertion signal, probably located in the interior of the poly-
peptide (125, 126; but see 135). Several periplasmic proteins of
Escherichia coli, which can be regarded as equivalent to secre-
tory proteins, as well as outer membrane proteins of this
bacterium, and which must also be transferred across the
cytoplasmic membrane, have been shown to be synthesized
with transient amino-terminal signals, largely hydrophobic and
structurally similar to the signal segments of eucaryotic secre-
tory proteins (93, 95, 143, 168, 221, 222). Direct evidence for a
role of these segments in the translocation process has been
provided by genetic experiments showing that mutations af-
fecting specific residues within the signals prevent passage of
the polypeptides across the membrane (6). In fact, DNA se-
quence analysis of mutant genes for altered polypeptides ofthe
maltose binding protein of E. coli (9), which cannot be trans-
ferred to the periplasmic space, and for defective polypeptides
of the lambda receptor protein (53), which do not reach the
outer membrane and remain within the cytoplasm, has shown
that all these mutations involved either substitutions in the
signal sequence, from a single hydrophobic or uncharged
amino acid to a charged one, or small deletions within the
hydrophobic portion of the signals.
It should be noted, however, that cotranslational passage of
specific periplasmic proteins through the cytoplasmic mem-
braneof bacteria has been demonstrated directly only in a few
instances (212-214, 233) and that there are at least two exam-
ples of proteins that contain amino-terminal signal sequences
but appear to be incorporated into or transferred across the
bacterial membrane posttranslationally (98, 99, 111). In one of
these cases, that of the bacterial iß-lactamase, in vivo studies
have shown that normally a precursor of this periplasmic
protein containing the signal sequence first appears in the
cytoplasm, and that removal of the signal peptide is a subse-
quent step that occurs as the polypeptide is transferred across
the membrane (111). Ambermutations ofthe f3-lactamase have
been obtained in which defective polypeptides, missing as few
as 21 amino acid residues from the carboxyl terminus, are
produced. Such polypeptides are not transferred across the
membrane, although efficient cleavage of their signals seems
to occur. These observations have been taken to indicate that
a process fundamentally different from the cotranslational
discharge that is envisioned to take place in the ER of eucary-
otes ensures that the B-lactamase is transferred into the bacte-
rial periplasmic space (111). It appears possible that, if this is
the case, the lack ofthe carboxy-terminal segment in truncated
polypeptides resulting from amber mutations may render the
polypeptides insoluble in the intracellular milieu, thus pre-
venting their subsequent passage through the membrane.
In this regard it is interesting to note that signal segments for
eucaryotic secretory proteins synthesized by bacteria harboring
recombinant plasmids (61, 228) have been found to be capable
of mediating secretion ofthe polypeptide through the bacterial
membrane. Thus, preproinsulin containing most of the natural
eucaryotic signal sequence is effectively processed by E. coli to
the mature proinsulin that is secreted from the cell (227). It has
recently been found, however, that the amino-terminal segment
of the iß-lactamase precursor, when fused to the eucaryotic
proinsulin polypeptide, is also capable of determining proin-
sulin secretion from the bacterium (227). These results are
difficult to interpret without confronting the disturbing possi-
bility that in bacteria proinsulin may follow more than one
secretory pathway, depending on the signal to which it is
attached. Alternatively, it is possible that the same signal
sequence that leads to cotranslational discharge in eucaryotic
cells is utilized posttranslationally in bacteria. Since ,ß-lacta-
mase polypeptides lacking a carboxy-terminal segment could
not be exported (111), while proinsulin fused to the lactamase
signal was efficiently secreted, one must also conclude that a
carboxy-terminal sequence that is normally transferred co-
translationally across the eucaryotic membrane can substitute
for a lactamase sequence that in the bacterium appears to be
functionally important in a posttranslational translocation
process.
Cotranslational Transfer of Polypeptides through
ER Membranes
The findings discussed in the previous section are consistent
with the notion that signal segments of nascent secretory
polypeptides play an essential role in initiating the passage of
the polypeptides across membranes, although the mechanistic
details of this process remain to be elucidated. The apparent
unrestricted capacity of microsomalmembranes from dog pan-
creas (16) HeLa cells (112), ascites tumor cells (138, 225), and
hen oviduct (229) to effect, in vitro, the vectorial transfer,
removal of signal peptides, and cotranslational glycosylation
of a wide variety of presecretory polypeptides from different
species and cell types indicates that different signal segments
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3are functionally equivalent and probably participate in a single
translocation mechanism that has been conserved during evoL
lution. Because comparison of the amino acid sequences of
signal segments ofnumerous presecretory proteins fails to show
a strong sequence homology, it has been concluded (94, 101,
114, 218) that conformational features of the signals, rather
than specific primary sequence information, are the function-
ally important elements that may be recognized by specific
receptors in ER membranes. Different signal segments resem-
ble each other in that they contain middle regions of hydro-
phobicity, and frequently one or two charged residues are
present near the amino-terminal end. It has also been pointed
out that amino acidswith the smallest sidechains are frequently
found near the cleavage point of the signal segments (94).
The hydrophobic character ofthe middle region ofthe signal
segment seems ideally suited for initiating an interaction with
the lipophilic interior ofthe membrane. Positive charges at the
amino terminus and in adjacent lysines and arginines (when
present) or negatively charged amino acids that are also some-
times found in signal sequences near the amino-terminal end
may serve to facilitate the initial association of the nascent
polypeptide with the membrane through ionic interactions with
the polar head groups ofmembrane phospholipids (94). In fact,
because of its charge, the amino-terminal end of the signal
segment may remain exposed on the cytoplasmic side of the
membrane, so that during vectorial discharge the nascent poly-
peptide would acquire a looped disposition that would be
maintained until the signal segment is removed by proteolysis
(94, 114, 218). This loop model differs in several important
aspects from a simpler model used in earlier work in this area
(16, 17, 185, 186), in which the amino terminus of the nascent
chain was depicted as being inserted directly into the mem-
brane, ultimately reaching the luminal side. If the charges
present at the amino terminus of the nascent chain play an
important role in determining the looped configuration, then
it could be envisaged that when the signal is not removed by
cotranslational cleavage, as is the case with ovalbumin, the
absence of charges could facilitate transfer of the amino ter-
minus across the membrane. An important feature of the
looped configuration is that it could be attained even if inser-
tion signals were not located in the amino-terminal region of
the polypeptide, as may be the case for ovalbumin (125) and
for certain membrane proteins in which the amino-terminal
region remains exposed on the cytoplasmic side of the mem-
brane (see below).
Despite the critical role of signal segments in initiating
vectorial discharge, it should be emphasized that a direct
interaction of the ribosomes with binding sites in the mem-
brane, which has long been recognized in the ER but has not
been demonstrated in procaryotes (210, 211), may also play an
important role in polypeptide translocation. Microsomal mem-
branes have been shown to contain specific receptors for ribo-
somes capable of interacting directly with the large ribosomal
subunits in media of physiological ionic strength, even in the
absence of nascent polypeptides (24; for review, see 188).
Moreover, the number of ribosome binding sites found in rat
liver microsomal membranes stripped of ribosomes was much
higher than in smooth microsomes. The functional capacity of
microsomal membranes stripped of ribosomes to rebind ribo-
somes and to effect the cotranslational discharge of secretory
polypeptides was shown to depend on the integrity of proteins
exposed on the surface ofthe microsomalmembrane (24). The
identification of the specific microsomal membrane proteins
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involved in ribosome binding and/or recognition and process-
ing of the signal peptides is an important area of current
investigation. Comparison of polypeptide patterns of rough
and smooth microsomal membranes from rat liver (115, 117)
and other sources (114, 117) has revealed the existence in rough
microsomes of two major membrane polypeptides that have
been designated ribophorins I and II and have molecular
weights of 65,000 and 63,000. These proteins are absent
from membranes derived from the smooth ER and their con-
tent in different rough microsomal fractions was found to be
stoichiometrically related to the number of ribosomes (117).
Differential extraction ofmicrosomes with high concentrations
of certain nonionic detergents was shown to leave membrane
remnants in which the association between ribophorins and
ribosomes is maintained despite the removal of most other
membrane proteins (113, 117). Moreover, when a redistribution
of ribosomes on the microsomal surface was caused by treat-
ment of rough microsomes with low concentrations of neutral
detergents, which lead to the formation ofribosome aggregates
in invaginated areas of the microsomal membrane, the ribo-
phorins seemed to redistribute together with the ribosomes.
This was deduced from the finding that when, at higher
detergent concentrations, the microsomes carrying ribosomal
aggregates fragmented into small rough inverted vesicles and
smooth vesicles completely devoid of ribosomes (113), the
ribophorins were the only membrane proteins found exclu-
sively in the ribosome-containing subfraction. A close prox-
imity and a specific association between the ribophorins and
the ribosomes in native microsomes was also demonstrated
using reversible crosslinking reagents that allowed the recovery
of these proteins with sedimentable ribosomes, after other
membrane proteins were solubilized with the anionic detergent
sodium deoxycholate (Na DOC) (117). These findings led to
the suggestion that ribophorins play a role in ribosome binding
and possibly other aspects of the translocation mechanism.
It should be noted, however, that the translocation and
processing activity of rough microsomal membrane fractions
in in vitro experiments is always much lower than expected
from the ribosome and ribophorin content of the native mem-
branes measured by gel electrophoresis. It is not clear that
stripping of ribosomes improves the translocation capacity of
the membranes and it is possible that only sites that before cell
fractionation were naturally unoccupied by ribosomes and
nascent chains are capable of carrying out a complete vectorial
discharge in in vitro translocation experiments with stripped or
intact microsomalmembranes. Ribosome binding experiments
show that these available sites may be a small fraction of the
total number of sites in rough microsomes, but they may be
the only ones present in the membranes found in smooth
microsomal fractions. This could explain the recent report that
rough and smooth microsomal fractions (13) may have com-
parable in vitro translocation and processing activities. The
latter fmding may have also resulted from differential losses of
translocation activity during the preparation of microsomes.
Other evidence for the role of specific microsomal proteins
in the vectorial discharge of nascent polypeptides has recently
been presented. In particular, polypeptides that can be released
by high salt from normal microsomes (238) (probably after
they have been cleaved by endogenous proteasass during prep-
aration of the microsomes) or that can be removed after mild
digestion with exogenous enzymes have been shown to be able
to restore the translocation capacity of trypsinized or depleted
microsomes (237). The active polypeptide released by proteasedigestion was found to contain a sulfhydryl group that is
necessary for restoring the translocation function (102, 136,
137).
A tight binding of the ribosome to its receptor on the ER
membrane may provide an important energy contribution to
the process of polypeptide translocation (236). An extreme
alternative to mechanisms requiring a protein tunnel for the
cotranslational passage of the polypeptide through the mem-
brane is one in which the polypeptide is directly inserted into
the phospholipid bilayer using the energy ofprotein synthesis.
It may be envisaged that once insertion of the nascent poly-
peptide into the membrane is initiated by the hydrophobic
region of the signal sequence, the association of the ribosome
with its receptor site would serve to ensure that amino acid
residues that follow the signal are inserted into the lipophilic
membrane as soon as they emerge from the ribosome. As
elongation proceeds and the nascent polypeptide chain reaches
the luminal side of the membrane, a steady state would be
achieved during which the entry of subsequent amino acid
residues into the cytoplasmic side ofthe membrane is compen-
sated by the exit of other residues from the luminal face.
Finally, once a sufficiently long segment ofthe polypeptide has
emerged into the aqueous environment of the cisternal space,
its folding, too, could assist in drawing the remaining portion
of the chain, including the carboxy-terminal end, through the
membrane (cf. 44). Indeed, in the absence of a tunnel or an
active energy-consuming translocator within the membrane,
folding of the polypeptide at the luminal side of the membrane
could be the only motive force used to transfer the carboxy-
terminal segment after termination of polypeptide synthesis
has occurred (188). If this is the case, one would expect that
the amino acid sequences ofcarboxy-terminal regions of secre-
tory proteins have evolved to facilitate their passage across the
membrane in the absence ofthe protein synthetic motive force.
Recently, an analysis has been presented (236) ofthe energy
requirements that must be met to effect the direct cotransla-
tional transfer of proteins of known primary sequence across
a membrane. It was concluded that for several secretory and
bacterial outer membrane polypeptides, the energy provided
by the association ofthe ribosome with its binding site (28,000
cal/mol, calculated from an affinity constant of 10-7 M [24])
could, without the need of a receptor for the signal peptide or
the assembly of a channel within the membrane, sufffice to
ensure the cotranslational translocation of these polypeptides
across the membrane. In this view, secretory polypeptides
would have, in the course of evolution, acquired appropriate
sequences for their direct cotranslational transfer across the
phospholipid bilayer. Furthermore, the main function of the
signal segment would be to initiate the insertion of the poly-
peptide into the ER membrane via a simple hydrophobic
interaction with the interior of the membrane. It should be
noted, however, that evidence has been presented suggesting
the existence within microsomal membranes of specific recep-
tors for signal sequences. Thus, a segment of ovalbumin con-
taining its putative signal sequence when added at high con-
centrations was able to block the cotranslational translocation
and processing ofother secretory proteins (125). More recently,
it has been reported that in-vitro-synthesized preproinsulin,
but not proinsulin, binds to dog pancreas rough microsomes
and, when present in saturating amounts, abolishes the capacity
of these membranes to effect the subsequent cotranslational
transfer of nascent polypeptides (166).
Although the interaction ofthe signal with the membrane is
thought to be necessary to initiate transfer of the nascent
polypeptide across the membrane, it is clear that covalent
attachment of the signal to the rest of the polypeptide is not
required for continuing vectorial transfer. This can be inferred
from the fact that in most secretory proteins the signal is
cleaved from the body of the polypeptide much before other
portions of the polypeptide, which must be transferred across
the membrane, have been synthesized (16, 156). Because the
primary role of the signal segment is to determine insertion of
the nascent polypeptide into the ER membrane, we designate
it as a "signal for cotranslational insertion" (or "cotranslational
insertion signal"). In view of the role of the cotranslational
insertion signal, and given its hydrophobic character,one might
expect that cleavage of the polypeptide and loss of the signal
are necessary for the release of the protein into the ER lumen.
The case of ovalbumin shows, however, that cleavage is not an
absolute requirement to release the polypeptide from the mem-
brane or to dislodge the signal from its membrane receptor.
Insertion of this protein has been reported to occur via a signal
that is not removed by cleavage (157), but is functionally
similar to the transient cotranslational insertion signals found
in other secretory proteins (125, 126). This signal may be
located in the interior of the polypeptide (125) but its location
and permanence do not prevent discharge of the completed
translation product into the microsomal lumen.
It might be argued, on the basis of the observations with
most secretory proteins, that, although removed from the rest
of the polypeptide by an endoprotease, the cotranslational
insertion signal must remain associated with its receptor
throughout vectorial discharge to, perhaps, maintain an open
passageway for the nascent chain. If this is the case and ifthe
insertion signal for ovalbumin is indeed an interior part of the
mature protein (125), then the peptide segment that serves as
a signal would have to be transferred across the membrane
after termination of polypeptide synthesis and after all other
segments of the molecule have been translocated into the ER
lumen.
The Disposition of a Protein in a Membrane
as a Result of the Mechanism of its
Cotranslational Insertion
The orientation ofan integral membrane protein with respect
to the phospholipid bilayer is likely to offer clues as to the
mechanism of its insertion into the membrane. Many cellular
and viral transmembrane proteins, such as the erythrocyte
glycophorin (27, 231, 40), heavy chains of membrane-associ-
ated IgM (234, 108) and the histocompatibility antigens (249,
160), as well as the envelope glycoprotein (G protein) of VSV
(106) have their amino-terminal ends exposed on the luminal
or extracellular face of membranes and the carboxy-terminal
portions on the cytoplasmic side. It may be postulated that all
proteins of this transmembrane disposition are synthesized in
membrane-bound ribosomes and that their orientation results
from cotranslational insertion of the polypeptides into the
membrane by a process akin to an interrupted vectorial dis-
charge (Fig; 1). It would then be expected that the nascent
polypeptides contain amino-terminal cotranslational insertion
signals analogous to those in secretory proteins, which initiate
the insertion, as well as signals that may be referred to as "halt"
or "stop" transfer signals (5, 14, 36, 124) that cause an inter-
ruption ofthe vectorial discharge across the membrane, leading
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Models describing the role of amino-terminal cotransla-
tional insertion signals in the insertion of integral membrane pro-
teins into the ER membrane. In these models, membrane protein
biosynthesis is depicted as an interrupted vectorial discharge proc-
ess . The initial stages of cotranslational insertion of secretory and
integral membrane polypeptides are similar. An amino-terminal
cotranslational insertion signal (>) emerges from the ribosome (a),
and interacts with a receptor (,1) within the ER membrane, leading
to ribosome attachment (b), which facilitates passage of distal
regions of the polypeptide through the membrane . The amino-
terminal cotranslational insertion signal may be a transient (c) or
permanent feature (d) of the nascent polypeptide . Cotranslational
cleavage by a membrane-associated signal peptidase (c) ensures
release of the polypeptide into the ER lumen (e) unless vectorial
discharge is interrupted by a halt transfer signal ( I ) that prevents
passage of thecarboxy-terminal portion of the polypeptide through
the membrane ( f) . In the absence of a halt transfer signal, an
uncleaved amino-terminal cotranslational insertion signal may serve
to maintain the permanent association with the membrane of
proteins that areotherwise fully exposed on the luminal side of the
membrane (g) . If the permanent amino-terminal cotranslational
insertion signal is followed by a halt transfer signal, both termini of
the protein remain on the cytoplasmic side while the rest of the
chain forms a loop on the luminal aspect of the membrane (b) . C,
carboxy-terminal portion .
to retention of the protein in the phospholipid bilayer (Fig .
If) . For membrane proteins, however, cleavage of the amino-
terminal signal may not be an obligatory step of the insertion
process, particularly if that portion ofthe polypeptide remains
associated with the membrane in the mature product (Fig . 1 g
and h). For example, in bacteria it has been shown (122) that
a mutational alteration in the signal sequence of the E. coli
outer membrane lipoprotein, which prevents cleavage of the
signal sequence from the rest ofthe polypeptide, does not block
transfer of this protein to its destination.
In the polypeptides listed above, halt transfer signals (see
below) would be represented by membrane-embedded hydro-
phobic segments followed by charged residues that are located
very near the carboxy-terminal ends of the molecules . In these
cases, therefore, only a short polypeptide segment remains
exposed on the cytoplasmic face of the membrane after termi-
nation of polypeptide growth (Fig . If) . However, there is no
logical reason to postulate that halt transfer signals must always
be located so close to the carboxyl terminus of the protein . In
fact, integral membrane proteins synthesized in bound poly-
somes may have large functional segments exposed on the
cytoplasmic side of the membrane . In these cases, translation
would continue after the halt transfer signal is inserted into the
membrane . When, after the halt transfer signal, a polypeptide
segment longer than the region of-40 amino acids that can be
contained within the ribosome is synthesized, dislodging ofthe
ribosome from its binding site could occur, and polypeptide
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synthesis would then continue in the cytoplasm . Indeed, dis-
lodging of the ribosome from its binding site could, at least in
part, be induced by a high concentration of charged amino
acid residues on the cytoplasmic, carboxy-terminal side of the
halt transfer signal. Alternatively, ribosome detachment may
simply result from steric hindrance due to accumulation under
the ribosome of polypeptide segments that cannot penetrate
themembrane.
The existence of a transient amino-terminal signal for the
cotranslational insertion ofthe envelope G protein ofVSV has
been demonstrated by the finding that the translation product
of the G mRNA obtained in the absence of membranes (96,
126) contains an amino-terminal segment that is similar to that
found in presecretory proteins, which is absent from the poly-
peptide found in microsomal membranes ofinfected cells. This
segment is presumed to initiate association of the nascent
polypeptide with the ER membrane, an event that, for this
protein, has been shown to occur before the polypeptide
reaches a length of 80 amino acid residues (182) . The signal
segment of the VSV G protein is removed during translation
(124) and therefore the initial phase of the insertion of this
polypeptide into the membrane is similar to that which initiates
vectorial discharge of presecretory proteins into the ER lumen.
The fundamental mechanistic similarity between these two
processes (Fig. 1 e andf) is made apparent by the fact that, in
in vitro reconstruction experiments with exogenous mem-
branes, polysomes synthesizing the G protein of VSV can
compete with polysomes synthesizing a secretory polypeptide
and prevent its processing and vectorial discharge (124) . The
essential difference between them is that the membrane protein
remains associated with the ER membrane after cleavage of
the cotranslational insertion signal and achieves a transmem-
brane disposition in the ER that is maintained as the polypep-
tide is transferred to the plasma membrane and is incorporated
into viruses by the budding process (106, 107) .
Halt or Stop Transfer Signals
In discussing the cotranslational insertion oftransmembrane
polypeptides, it is worthwhile to consider mechanisms by which
halt transfer signals could interrupt the process of cotransla-
tional passage across themembrane. To accommodate a trans-
location model that involves a hydrophilic multimeric protein
tunnel through the membrane, Blobel and his associates (16)
have suggested that halt transfer signals function by triggering
disassembly of this tunnel. In this case it might be expected
that the polypeptide then undergoes some reorientation to
achieve its most stable configuration in the membrane . On the
other hand, halt transfer signals may simply be represented by
the same structural elements of the polypeptides that serve to
establish a stable interaction with the phospholipid bilayer and
to position the mature membrane protein in the membrane . It
is clear, however, that the hydrophobic character of such
segments would not be sufficient to prevent passage of distal
regions of the nascent polypeptide through the membrane. In
fact, a region of hydrophobicity characterizes the amino-ter-
minal cotranslational insertion signals of secretory proteins,
which serve as temporary anchors of nascent polypeptide
chains to the membrane but, as an essential function, facilitate
rather than halt translocation across the ER membrane . Fur-
thermore, it has been demonstrated that the amino terminal
portions ofproteins ofenveloped viruses such as the F1 (fusion)
proteins of SV5 (simian virus) (32), and Sendai virus (70),contain hydrophobic segments that during synthesis on bound
polysomes must be transferred cotranslationally across the ER
membrane.
An examination of the sequences of membrane-associated
segments of several membrane proteins (Scheme 1) isconsistent
with the notion that halt transfer signals include, in addition to
a hydrophobic segment, an adjacent group of highly charged
amino acid residues immediately following the carboxy-ter-
minal end of the hydrophobic region. These charged residues
would not be expected to penetrate the phospholipid bilayer
and therefore would remain on the cytoplasmic side. The
amino acid sequence of the membrane-associated segment of
the G protein has been deduced from the DNA sequence of a
cDNA clone, and confirmed by partial amino acid sequence
analysis of a fragment that remains within the viralmembrane
afterprotease digestion (175). Twenty hydrophobic amino acid
residues appear to be embedded in the membrane, while the
carboxy-terminal distal segment of 30 amino acids exposed on
the cytoplasm contains a high proportion of basic residues.
This arrangement is similar to that in glycophorin, the major
glycoprotein of the erythrocyte membrane (40, 231), which
contains a transmembrane segment of23 hydrophobic residues
followed by a carboxy-terminal, highly charged, but not
strongly basic, cytoplasmic segment (36 amino acid residues).
The hemagglutinin of influenza virus represents another ex-
ample of a viral protein anchored to the membrane by a
polypeptide segment near its carboxy-terminal end (52). This
protein consists of two disulfide-linked polypeptides, HA-1 and
HA-2, which are derived by posttranslational cleavage from a
precursor that is the translation product of a single mRNA
molecule, but only HA-2, which represents the carboxy-termi-
nal portion of the precursor, is directly anchored in the mem-
brane. A transient amino-terminal signal segment initiates
cotranslational insertion of the HA-1 portion of the precursor
into the membrane and vectorial discharge is presumably
interrupted during the transfer ofthe HA-2 segment by a signal
near its carboxy-terminal end. The amino acid sequence of
HA-2 polypeptides of several strains of influenza and fowl
plaque virus have been deduced from the DNA sequence of
cDNA clones (139). Like the VSV G protein, these polypep-
tides also contain putative halt transfer signals represented by
hydrophobic segments (24 amino acids long), followed by short
(11 amino acids) carboxy-terminal hydrophilic regions, which
are thought to be exposed in the cytoplasm. It is worthpointing
out that all the putative halt transfer signals listed in Table I
are located very near the carboxy-terminal end of the mole-
cules. In fact, since a carboxy-terminal segment ofthe nascent
chain of -40 amino acids is contained within the ribosome, for
some of the proteins listed termination of peptide synthesis
must occur before the hydrophobic segment positions the
polypeptide in the membrane. A halt transfer signal, however,
need not always be located near a termination codon. This is
the case,for example, with the Semliki Forestvirus E2 envelope
glycoprotein, which is inserted into the membrane as part of a
nascent polyprotein. In addition, bacterial chimeric proteins,
described in detail below, have been constructed through the
fusion of genes for the lambda receptor and ,8-galactosidase,
which are inserted normally into the membrane (54) and
contain a large portion of the /3-galactosidase exposed on the
cytoplasmic side following the carboxy-terminal end of a pu-
tative halt transfer signal.
It should be noted that, in addition to halt transfer signals,
other features of membrane polypeptides that may be acquired
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Cby posttranslational modifications may also contribute to sta-
bilize their association with the phospholipid bilayer. Such
may be the role of fattyacid moieties that have been shown to
be linked covalently to viral envelope glycoproteins (197).
Secretory polypeptides must, of course, be free of sequences
that could halt theirtransfer through the membrane and thus
prevent their discharge into the ER lumen. Analysis of the
energy requirements for transferring several secretory proteins
of known amino acid sequence across hydrophobic barriers
suggests that this is indeed the case (236). The notion that
sequences of secretory proteins have evolved to eliminate po-
tential halt transfer signals is reinforced by studies with hybrid
proteins created by genetic manipulation of E. coli. Through
gene fusion experiments, hybrid proteins were produced in
which portions (200-300 amino acids) of the periplasmic mal-
tose binding protein containing its amino-terminal signal se-
quence were linked to an enzymatically active portion of the
cytoplasmic protein ,Q-galactosidase. In this case, the hybrid
protein was not discharged into the periplasmic space, but
appeared to be retained (7) in the cytoplasmic membrane. This
could result from interruption of the vectorial discharge by a
pseudo halt transfer signal sequence present in a-galactosidase,
a protein that normally does not traverse a membrane.
It should be noted, however, that the insertion of large
amounts of these polypeptides into the inner bacterial mem-
brane, after induction of the maltose operon, had lethal con-
sequences for the cell, appearing to jam the vectorial discharge
apparatus and to prevent other proteins that accumulated as
precursors in the cytoplasm from being transferred across the
membrane. A similar situation was obtained when chimeric
proteins were constructed that contained approximately the
amino-terminal half, including the cotranslational insertion
signal segment, ofthe outer membrane lambda receptor protein
linked to B-galactosidase (199). On the other hand, if the
amino-terminal segment from the lambda receptor protein
contained in the chimeric protein was just slightly longer, the
insertion was no longer lethal, the export machinery was not
jammed, and the chimeric protein inserted into the inner
membrane was apparently transferred efficiently to the outer
membrane of the bacterium (53).
Notably, gene fusions yielding chimeric proteins in which
the periplasmic maltose binding polypeptide was linked with
R-galactosidase have been found to be always lethal after
induction of the maltose operon even when almost the entire
maltose binding protein was included in the amino-terminal
portion of the chimeric molecule (7). These observations indi-
cate that, aftercomplete passage ofthe maltose binding protein
segment, direct cotranslational insertion of the pseudo halt
transfer signal of ,8-galactosidase into the membrane inca-
pacitates the normal mechanism for vectorial transfer of poly-
peptides through the membrane and is therefore deleterious to
the cells. The results with chimeric proteins containing se-
quences of the lambda receptor indicate, however, that a
specific peptide segment located approximately in the middle
ofthis membrane polypeptide prevents the deleterious insertion
of a-galactosidase, presumably by halting transfer of distal
regions of the chimeric molecule into the membrane (53). The
term "dissociation sequence" was used to designate this specific
segment of the lambda receptor, which, it was proposed, leads
to detachment of the ribosome from the membrane, allowing
for reutilization of the vectorial transfer apparatus (53). It can
be presumed that the dissociation sequence, which is absent
from the secreted maltose binding protein, also ensures reten-
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tion of the lambda receptor in the membrane and therefore
serves as a halt transfer signal. From the analysis of these
experiments, the concept emerges that halt transfer signals
should have specific properties that enable them not only to
interrupt the vectorial discharge but also to allow for reutili-
zation of the vectorial transfer apparatus, presumably the
ribosome binding site and its associated structures. It is worth
noting that, if placed sufficiently near the insertion signal,
pseudo halt transfer features of cytoplasmic polypeptides may
lead to rejection of the hybrid protein nascent chain into the
cytoplasm rather than to its stable incorporation into the
membrane and its ensuing deleterious consequences for the
cell. Such appears to be the case with a chimeric protein
containing ,B-galactosidase and only the first 39 amino acids of
the lambda receptor protein including its entire 24 amino acid
signal sequence (140).
As mentioned previously, biosynthetic mechanisms similar
to those utilized for the insertion ofviralenvelope glycoproteins
into the ER membrane would be expected to operate during
the synthesis of cellular G proteins with the same transmem-
brane dispositions. In fact, studies on the in vitro synthesis of
the mouse H-2D (49) and humanHLA (161) histocompatibility
antigen show that these polypeptides are cotranslationally in-
serted into ER membranes with what appears to be the correct
transmembrane disposition. The H2-D polypeptide synthesized
in vitro (49) in the absence of membranes was found to be
1,000-2,000 daltons larger than the nonglycosylated form of
the mature protein synthesized in tunicamycin-treated cells.
From these observations it was inferred that a transient co-
translational insertion signal is contained in the nascent pri-
mary translation product. It should be noted that the heavy
chain of the histocompatibility antigen is largely exposed on
the extracellular surface of the cell (202), where it is associated
noncovalently with a2-microglobuhn (144). The latter is a low
molecular weight polypeptide that is also found in circulating
plasma. This polypeptide, which may be regarded as a periph-
eral membrane protein, is synthesized as a typical secretory
protein with a transient amino-terminal signal for cotransla-
tional insertion (49, 123) and its noncovalent attachment to the
heavy chain appears to occur immediately after its discharge
into the ER lumen (49).
The capacity ofB lymphocytes to produce, at different stages
of development, plasma membrane-associated and secretory
forms of IgM molecules has provided another interesting sys-
tem for investigating mechanisms that determine whether a
polypeptide synthesized on bound polysomes is discharged into
the ER lumen, to be ultimately secreted from the cells, or is
inserted into the ER membrane with a transmembrane dispo-
sition for possible subsequent transfer to the plasma membrane.
Recent studies have indicated that membrane-associated and
secretory IgM contain 1L-chains that differ in peptide segments
located at theirextreme carboxy-terminal ends (108, 206, 234).
Comparison of sequences of cDNA clones obtained from the
mRNA of a single myeloma tumor revealed the existence of
two types of messenger RNA for tL chains, which differed only
in nucleotide sequences at their 3'-terminal ends (174). One
form encoded a carboxy-terminal region of 20 amino acids that
is characteristic of the secreted polypeptide (lam). This contains
an asparagine residue to which oligosaccharide is probably
linked and a cysteine residue that, within the pentameric
secreted IgM, forms a disulfide bond with another polypeptide
chain (J) that is a component of secreted IgM. The other type
of p-chain messenger RNA lacked the nucleotide sequencecoding for the "secretory" segment but encoded instead a
carboxy-terminal segment of 41 amino acid residues that, in
the membrane-associated IgM (fm), is likely to function in
anchoring the immunoglobulin to the membrane (174). This
segment contains a group of 26 uncharged amino acids (with
a hydrophobic core of eleven residues) that is flanked at its
amino-terminal side by a negatively charged segment of 12
amino acids (including six glutamic acid residues) and at its
carboxy-terminal side by a tripeptide containing two lysines.
The carboxy-terminal segment of the membrane form of p-
chain most probably serves as a halt transfer signal that during
synthesis in bound polysomes interrupts the cotranslational
discharge of the umchain through the membrane. The extreme
carboxy-terminal location of a stop transfer signal in the U-
chain would ensure that aftertransfer to the plasma membrane
all the rest of the IgM molecule is exposed on the surface of
the cell and is accessible for interaction with antigen.
It is most interesting to note that analysis of genomic clones
containing the p-chain gene indicates that the two forms of tL-
chain mRNA are derived from a single genomic arrangement
ofcoding (exons) and noncoding (introns) DNA regions, which
are utilized differentially to yield mRNA coding for the two
formsof1L-chains (51). In one case, immediately aftertranscrip-
tion of the secretory gene segment, cleavage and polyadenyla-
tion of the nascent RNA transcript would take place, yielding,
after removal of all proximal introns, the p . mRNA. In the
other case, transcription would continue without cleavage and
poly(A) addition to include, in the transcript, exons coding for
the membrane segment and two additional introns. Processing
of this RNA would eliminate the secretory segment, which is
now treated as part of an intronic region, to yield the tLm
mRNA. This phenomenon, in which different forms of mes-
senger RNA for related proteins are derived from a single
"gene," is somewhat analogous to what occurs in polyoma
virus-transformed cells: three different forms of tumor antigen,
with identical amino-terminal sequences (92, 210) but substan-
tially different carboxy-terminal regions and different subcel-
lular localizations (nuclear, plasma membrane, and cytoplas-
mic) (97), apparently originate from a single RNA precursor
(215, 62). In this case, nature seems to have already performed
an experiment that demonstrates that the specific subcellular
localization of each of these polypeptides, which most likely
are synthesized in free polysomes, cannot be determined by the
amino-terminal sequences that are common to all of them.
Permanent and Interior Insertion Signals in
Membrane Proteins
Our studies on the synthesis of the ER membrane protein
cytochrome P-450, which is synthesized exclusively in mem-
brane-bound ribosomes (5), indicate that signals for the co-
translational insertion of membrane polypeptides need not
always be transient and therefore may remain in the mature
protein. The amino-terminal sequence of the primary transla-
tion product ofthe phenobarbital-induced form of cytochrome
P-450, synthesized in vitro using an mRNA template in the
absence of added microsomal membranes, was found to cor-
respond to that of the mature product. This is likely to be also
true for other forms of cytochrome P-450 (25) and for the
microsomal epoxide hydratase (50, 76). Amino-terminal seg-
ments of these proteins, which are rich in hydrophobic amino
acids and resemble the signal sequences present in presecretory
proteins, are likely to function as signals for cotranslational
insertion (Fig. 1 a, b, and d). Were the amino-terminal putative
cotranslational insertion signal of cytochrome P-450 the only
signal present, then one might have expected, by analogy with
secretory proteins, that the entire molecule would pass through
the membrane, perhaps remaining attached to it on the luminal
side by the permanent insertion segment (Fig. 1 g). Since,
however, a portion ofthe cytochrome P-450molecule is known
to be exposed on the cytoplasmic side of the microsomal
membrane (46, 134, 173, 230, 242), one must postulate that the
polypeptide also contains a halt transfer signal that interrupts
cotranslational transfer through the membrane, leaving a por-
tion of the molecule exposed on the cytoplasmic surface (Fig.
1 h). It should be noted that the hydrophobic amino-terminal
portion of cytochrome P-450 is considerably longer than the
usual cotranslational insertion signals ofsecretory proteins (our
own unpublished observations) and, therefore, in this case,
interruption of the vectorial discharge may occur soon after
insertion.
The absence of a halt transfer signal, however, and the
presence ofan uncleaved amino-terminal cotranslational inser-
tion signal that remains membrane associated may explain the
orientation of some plasma membrane proteins such as the
sucrase isomaltase glycoprotein of the microvillar membranes
ofintestinal cells. This enzyme, which consists oftwo polypep-
tide subunits derived from a single precursor by posttransla-
tional processing (88), appears to be anchored to the membrane
only through a hydrophobic region near the amino-terminal
end of the isomaltase subunit and, therefore, is almost com-
pletely exposed on the outer surface of intestinal cells (30, 59).
The orientation of certain membrane polypeptides with re-
spect to the phospholipid bilayer suggests that signals for
cotranslational insertion need not always be at the amino-
terminal end of the polypeptide. If a polypeptide contains an
internal cotranslational insertion signal (Fig. 2), attachment of
the ribosome to the membrane would occur late in translation,
but the initial disposition of the nascent chain within the
membrane (Fig. 2 b) would still be analogous to that envisioned
in the loop model for proteins containing amino-terminal
cotranslational insertion signals. Interior insertion signals
would, of course, also lead to the cotranslational passage of
distal portions of the polypeptide through the membrane. In
this case, however, the final disposition of the protein would
be as indicated in Fig. 2c, with an amino-terminal segment
exposed on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane and the
carboxy-terminal portion on the luminal side. An interior
insertion signal of this type may account for the fact that the
erythrocyte plasma membrane protein band 3, which is synthe-
sized in membrane-bound ribosomes (190), has, in its final
disposition, the amino-terminal portion exposed on the cyto-
plasmic face of the membrane (cf. 216). If, in addition to the
interior cotranslational insertion signal, a polypeptide also
contains a subsequent halt transfer signal (Fig. 2d), then the
final disposition of the protein would be as depicted in Fig. 2 e
with both amino- and carboxy-terminal ends exposed on the
cytoplasmic side of the membrane with an interior loop re-
maining on the luminal side (Fig. 2 e). Different dispositions of
transmembrane proteins, including several crossings of the
phospholipid bilayer, can be accounted for by a generalization
of this model, if one postulates that proteins synthesized in
membrane-bound ribosomes may contain multiple cotransla-
tional insertion and halt transfer signals within a single poly-
peptide (Fig. 2). It should be noted that the location of the
carboxy-terminal end of a transmembrane protein on the lu-
minal or the cytoplasmic face of the membrane would depend
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9FIGURE 2 Models explaining the transmembrane dispositions of
polypeptides as resulting from the presence of one or more per-
manent interiorcotranslational (a) insertion and halt transfer signals .
An interior cotranslational insertion signal leads to association of
the ribosome with the membrane late in translation (b), leaving an
amino-terminal portion (N) of the polypeptide exposed on the
cytoplasmic side . In the absence of a halt transfer signal, the entire
carboxy-terminal portion (Q of the polypeptide traverses the mem-
brane and becomes exposed on the luminal side (b and c) . In this
case, the transmembrane orientation of the polypeptide is the
reverse of that shown in Fig . 1, and the permanent association of
the polypeptide within the membrane is maintained through the
original insertion segment. The presence of a halt transfer signal (d-
f) determines that growth of the nascent polypeptide continues on
the cytoplasmic side of the membrane where it may be completed
with ( f) or without (e) ribosome detachment from the membrane
before termination . As pointed out in the text, detachment may be
caused by the halt transfer signal itself. Alternatively, polypeptides
with sufficiently long segments synthesized after the halt transfer
signal may cause steric hindrance and directly push the ribosomes
off the membrane . The physical distance to which the ribosome can
be removed from the membrane may of course be restricted by the
attachment to the membrane of flanking ribosomes within a poly-
some. Only a small separation would, of course, be required to
allow the looping of the polypeptide segment synthesized after the
halt transfer signal . A third crossing of the membrane may occur if
the halt transfer signal is followed by an interior cotranslational
insertion signal (g-i) . Multiple crossings may be generated by a
sequence of alternating cotranslational insertion and halt transfer
signals . It should be noted that the figure depicts only a single
ribosome engaged in the act of translation . The different successive
stages would take place simultaneously within a polysome . The
location of the carboxy-terminal end of the polypeptide depends
on whether the last transmembrane segment served as part of an
insertion or a halt transfer signal . As a consequence of this model,
cotranslational insertion signals span the membrane from the cyto-
plasmic to luminal side in the amino to carboxyl direction, whereas
hydrophobic parts of halt transfer signals span the membrane with
the opposite orientation .
on whether the last signal was a cotranslational insertion or a
halt transfer signal. Theoretically, this type ofmechanism could
give rise to the existence of membrane-associated polypeptide
molecules that by cotranslational or posttranslational proteo-
lytic cleavage could produce combinations of three different
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FIGURE 3
￿
A possible mechanism for the translocation of an interior
permanent cotranslational insertion signal and the preceding amino-
terminal portions of a nascent polypeptide through the membrane .
The affinity of cotranslational insertion signal (>) for the membrane
(a and b) may be overcome by interaction with another portion of
the polypeptide (>) (d) which facilitates passage of the entire
molecule through the membrane (g and h) unless the vectorial
discharge is interrupted by a subsequent halt transfer signal (e and
f) . Mechanisms of this sort may explain the vectorial discharge of
proteins that do not have cleavable insertion signals, such as oval-
bumin, or the transfer to the luminal side of the membrane of
amino-terminal portions of membrane proteins, which occurs dur-
ing the synthesis of rhodopsin and the p62 envelope glycoproteins
of Sindbis and Semliki Forest virus (see Fig. 4) .
types of proteins : secretory, membrane, and cytoplasmic .
Although the models described in Figs. I and 2 indicate that,
in general, amino-terminal segments of mature proteins be-
come exposed on the luminal side of themembrane only after
cleavage of a preceding signal, this need not be an obligatory
feature for all membrane or secretory proteins . This is dem-
onstrated by the vectorial discharge of ovalbumin, which con-
tains a functional signal (126) but is released into the micro-
somal lumen without proteolytic cleavage (157). If the insertion
signal that ensures vectorial discharge of ovalbumin into the
microsomal lumen is located in the interior ofthe polypeptide,
as has been suggested (126), special mechanisms must ensure
that sequences preceding the signal also pass through the
membrane . A possible mechanism for such an effect is depicted
in Fig . 3, where a stronger interaction between the cotransla-
tional insertion signal and a subsequent region of the polypep-
tide serves to overcome the affinity of the signal for the
membrane . This type of mechanism could account for the
appearance of any uncleaved amino-terminal end of a poly-
peptide on the luminal side of the membrane, and therefore
could apply to retinal opsin. This integral membrane protein
is synthesized on bound polysomes but contains no transient
cotranslational insertion signal (195); however, its amino-ter-
minal segment bearing sugars (83, 65) is exposed on the intra-
discal surface thought to represent the luminal side of the
photoreceptor membrane .
Considerable insight into the biosynthetic process by which
viral membrane glycoproteins are inserted into cellular mem-
branes has been provided by studies with the closely related
Sindbis and Semliki Forest (SFV) alphaviruses . The biogenesis
of the envelope of these viruses provides examples in which
several aspects of the theoretical model just described appear
to operate. In these cases, all the structural viral proteins are
derived from a single polyprotein encoded in a 26S mRNA
molecule, which is translated using one initiation site (37, 204) .
For SFV, a viral capsid protein (C, 30,000 daltons) and twoviralmembraneG (p62, 62,000 daltons, and E 1, 49,000 daltons)
are generated, in that order, by processing of the nascent
polyprotein. The p62 glycoprotein is, in turn, a precursor of
the envelope G proteins E2 (52,000 daltons) and E3 (10,000
daltons), which are derived from it by a later posttranslational
cleavage (68, 205) . Kinetic studies indicate that synthesis ofthe
viral polyprotein begins in free ribosomes and that the capsid
protein is proteolytically removed in the cytosol from the
amino-terminal end ofthe nascent polypeptide chain (67) (Fig.
4a) . The newly exposed amino terminus, corresponding to that
of the p62 protein, appears to contain a signal for cotransla-
tional insertion that then directs the binding ofthe ribosome to
the ER membrane (Fig . 4b) . Consequently, completion of the
synthesis of p62, including core glycosylation, and synthesis
and glycosylation of E 1 takes place in bound polysomes. It
should be noted (Fig. 4j) that after cotranslational insertion is
completed, p62 and E 1 appear also to remain attached to the
membrane by sequences near their carboxy-terminal ends with
the bulk of both proteins exposed on the luminal side of the
ER membrane (69).
A similar situation is observed with Sindbis virus, in which
association of the 26S messenger RNA with bound polysomes
was demonstrated directly (246). In this case it was shown,
using a temperature-sensitive mutant that fails to cleave off the
capsid protein from the structural polyprotein, that this cleav-
age is necessary for insertion ofthe envelope glycoproteins into
the ER membrane (247) . More recently, direct sequence anal-
ysis of the amino-terminal region of the wild-type pE2 (the
Sindbis equivalent of p62) synthesized in vitro in the presence
of membranes and comparison of its primary structure with
that of the product synthesized in vitro in the absence of
membranes, from which the C protein is removed by a soluble
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cleaved) amino-terminal cotranslational insertion signal in this
polypeptide (20) . The amino-terminal region of E2 must nev-
ertheless itself be transferred across the membrane (Fig . 4c),
since it is later released into the extracellular medium as a
9,800-dalton glycoprotein that is equivalent to the E3 virion G
protein ofSFV (240) .
As discussed previously, the hydrophobic segments near the
carboxy-terminal ends that anchor the viral glycoproteins to
the membranes (69) most likely are part of the halt transfer
signals that operate during translation . A halt transfer signal
near the carboxy-terminal end of the p62 polypeptide ofSFV
would, according to the schemes presented in the figures,
prevent the subsequent insertion of E 1 sequences into the
membrane . Two mechanisms for the insertion ofthe second G
protein (E1) of SFV or Sindbis virus can then be envisaged .
Wirth et al . (246) have proposed that insertion of E 1 occurs
after a second proteolytic cleavage of the polyprotein, which
takes place on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane, exposes
a new amino-terminal cotranslational insertion signal (Fig. 4f) .
These authors and Garoff et al. (67) have also considered the
possibility that the second cleavage of the polyprotein may
actually occur on the cisternal side of the ER, after the distal
region of the nascent polyprotein has looped back into the
membrane (Fig . 4 e, h, and i ) . In this case, insertion of E 1
would occur via what might be regarded as an internal cotran-
slational insertion signal in the polyprotein, which places the
amino-terminal end of the E l protein in the luminal side of
the membrane . After two subsequent proteolytic cleavages, this
part ofthe polyprotein would remain within theER membrane
in a transmembrane disposition. Recently, small membrane-
associated polypeptides have been found in rough microsomal
FIGURE 4
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Schemesdepicting the processing and sub-
sequent insertion into the membrane of the nascent
polyprotein precursor that yields the capsid and en-
velope glycoproteins of Sindbis and Semliki Forest
viruses (adapted from the work of Garoff et al . [66] .
The capsid protein is derived by proteolytic cleavage
of the nascent polypeptide, the synthesis of which
begins in the cytosol (a) . This cleavage exposes a new
amino-terminal cotranslational insertion signal (b),
which is itself transferred across the membrane (c)
and remains as a permanent feature of one of the viral
proteins (E3) . A subsequent half transfer signal (d)
determines that the carboxy-terminal end of pE2 or
p62 (precursors of proteins E2 and E3) remains on the
cytoplasmic side of the membrane . Reinsertion into
the membrane may occur after cleavage of the pre-
cursor ( f) generates a new amino-terminal cotransla-
tional insertion signal, which, after a second cleavage
(g), leaves the amino terminus of El on luminal side
of the membrane . A halt transfer signal very near the
carboxy-terminal end of the polyprotein determines
the final orientation of El . Alternatively, the insertion
of E1 may occur without previous cleavage of the
nascent chain through an internal cotranslational in-
sertion signal that promotes reassociation of the ribo-
some with the membrane (h) . Cleavage on both sides
of the membrane generates a free carboxy-terminal
end of pE2 on the cytoplasmic side and the amino-
terminal end of E1 on the luminal side, with a small
polypeptide spanning the membrane . A halt transfer
signal near the carboxyl terminus of E1 ensures that
this portion of the polypeptide remains on the cyto-
plasmic side of the membrane .
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1 1membranes from SFV- and Sindbis-infected cells (6,000 and
4,200 mol wt, respectively) (240, 241). Thesemay represent the
segments of the envelope polyproteins that in the primary
translation products contain the interior insertion signals and
are excised by proteolytic cleavages on both sides of the
membrane.
Sorting-out Processes Must Follow
Cotranslational Insertion into the ER
The diversity of ultimate destinations achieved by both
luminal and membrane proteins released from bound ribo-
somes makes it necessary to invoke the existence of sorting-out
processes that operate posttranslationally andrecognize specific
features (sorting-out signals) of each translation product that
determine its subsequentpathway ofcirculation within the cell.
Such sorting-out processes would control lateral displacement
of proteins along membranes and their segregation in specific
membrane domains as well as the flow of content within
membrane vesicles and would therefore determine whether
polypeptides are retained in the ER itself or are transferred to
other membrane systems, including the Golgiapparatus, secre-
tory granules, lysosomes, or specific domains of the plasma
membrane.
A simple model for a sorting-out mechanism would involve
structuralfeatures ofall polypeptides discharged into thelumen
of the ER which, in the absence of other specific signals,
determine their complete passage through the secretory appa-
ratus and discharge at the surface of the cell. Retention in a
particular location along the pathway leading to plasma mem-
brane and, when necessary, diversion from the secretory path-
way would require ancillary signals. Thus, peripheral proteins
of the luminal face of the ER membrane would contain reten-
tion signals that interact with luminally exposed segments of
integral proteins or other already bound peripheral proteins, as
has been shown for the mouse liver microsomal a-glucuroni-
dase (224). Segregation of specific classes of proteins into
membrane-bounded organelles derived from the ER, such as
lysosomes, would require an initial interaction of these proteins
with specific receptors exposed on the luminal faces of the ER
or Golgi membranes. Subsequently, and possibly as a result of
these interactions, such receptors bearing ligands would be
collected in specialized areas to be incorporated into membrane
vesicles that depart from the secretory pathway to reach their
destination (58, 77). Mouse immunoglobulin light chain mu-
tations have been described that appear to allow normal proc-
essing and discharge into the ER lumen but prevent secretion
(142). Similarly, in humans a missense mutation (250) is known
that markedly reduces the secretion of the serum protein a,-
antitrypsin (57) and produces its concomitant accumulation
within the ER of liver cells (10). These mutations could affect
specific signals that direct the protein along the secretory route
or, according to the simple model just described, could simply
alter certain general properties of the secretory polypeptides
required for their transit through the cell (for example, solu-
bility in the ER cisternal milieu).
It has long been recognized that, in contrast to cell sap
proteins, secretory proteins, as well as many integral membrane
proteins and lysosomal hydrolases, are glycosylated and con-
tain variable amounts of carbohydrate residues bound to their
polypeptide backbones. The possibility must therefore be con-
sidered that information for the sorting out of these three major
classes of glycoproteins could be contained in their specific
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oligosaccharide configurations. Recent experiments have
shown, however, that the presence of carbohydrate residues is
not an obligatory requirement either for the secretion of pro-
teins, as had been suggested by Eylar (56), or for the incorpo-
ration of integral membrane proteins into the plasma mem-
brane. Thus, in cells treated with tunicamycin, a drug that
inhibits the synthesis of oligosaccharide cores on lipid inter-
mediates and therefore prevents the glycosylation of nascent
polypeptides growing in bound polysomes, production of sev-
eral secreted proteins proceeds at nearly normal rates (220). In
some systems, however, such as immunoglobulin-producing
cells, it has been reported (89) that tunicamycin markedly
inhibits protein secretion. Since not all secretory proteins con-
tain oligosaccharide chains (e.g., albumin) it is clear that the
presence of a carbohydrate moiety is not required for secretion
of a polypeptide. It is still possible, however, that, in some
cases, the oligosaccharide linked to the polypeptide backbone
may be necessary to maintain the protein in a conformation
that is compatible with its transit through the secretory path-
way.
Similarly, the presence of carbohydrates in viral envelope G
proteins is not an absolute requirement for their transfer to the
plasma membrane. Thus, substantial quantities of virions con-
taining normalamounts ofthe VSV envelope G protein lacking
carbohydrate may be produced in tissue culture cells treated
with tunicamycin (72). Theseresults indicate that carbohydrate
moieties do not serve as signals directing the protein to the
plasma membrane. On the other hand, tunicamycin treatment
did lead to a pronounced inhibition of viral production, the
extent ofwhich varied with the viralstrain and the temperature
ofincubation of the infected cells (71). This work demonstrated
that the conformational properties ofthe G protein are affected
by glycosylation (72) and that the decreased production of
viruses in the presence of tunicamycin is likely to result from
aggregation of the nonglycosylated protein at higher tempera-
tures. Furthermore, VSV and influenza virions, whichnormally
bud from only the basolateral and apical surfaces of polarized
cultured epithelial cells (172), respectively, continue to display
the polarized budding afterglycosylation is inhibited by tuni-
camycin (78, 177), which indicates that even the finer degrees
of segregation of membrane proteins can proceed in the ab-
sence of glycosylation.
A possible role for mannose-6-phosphate (Man-6-P) sugar
residues in the sorting out oflysosomal hydrolases from secre-
tory proteins within the ER or Golgicomplex has been recently
inferred from studies with cultured cells. It was first found by
Neufeld and her associates (90, 191) that strains of genetically
deficient fibroblasts (I cells) from patients with mucolipidosis
II secrete lysosomal hydrolases into the medium rather than
incorporating them into lysosomes. These enzymes, although
enzymatically active, were found to lack a recognition marker
for uptake by normal fibroblasts, whereas lysosomal hydrolases
from normal cells could be taken up by a specific and saturat-
able process by both normal and I cell fibroblasts. These
observations indicated that lysosomal hydrolases share a com-
mon recognition marker that is missing from the enzymes
secreted by I cells and mediates theiruptake by receptors found
in the plasma membrane. Several lines of evidence indicated
that phosphomannosyl residues represent the common feature
recognized in lysosomal enzymes by the plasma membrane
receptor. Uptake was found to be completely and specifically
inhibited by Man-6-P (105) or by treatment of lysosomal
enzymes with either alkaline phosphatase or endoglycosidaseH (58). Moreover, lysosomal enzymes have been shown to
contain phosphorylated mannose residues that are missing
from the hydrolases secreted by I cell fibroblasts (86). It was
initially suggested that secretion and recapture of lysosomal
hydrolases represented a major pathway for the incorporation
of newly synthesized enzymes into lysosomes. This is unlikely,
however, since addition of Man-6-P or antibodies against
lysosomal enzymes to cells does not lead to accumulation of
newly synthesized hydrolases into the culture medium (209,
235).
It has recently been found (87) that newly synthesized lyso-
somal enzymes exist intracellularly as larger precursor poly-
peptides that appear to be converted slowly by proteolytic
cleavage to the mature enzymes. Hydrolases lacking the Man-
6-P recognition marker are secreted by I cells in the precursor
form. Secretion of precursor forms can also be induced by
treatment of normal cells with the lysosomotropic drug chlor-
oquine or with NH4C1, which alterthe lysosomal pH. All these
results suggest that the posttranslational modification of lyso-
somal hydrolase precursors by addition of phosphomannosyl
residues to the oligosaccharide core, a process that is likely to
occur in the Golgi apparatus (226), is necessary to divert the
lysosomal enzymes from the secretory pathway and direct them
to their destination (105). This is in accordance with a model
in which, in the absence of retention signals, polypeptides
discharged into the ER lumen are secreted from the cell,
without the need of specific signals directing the protein along
the secretory route. Release ofhydrolase precursors from their
receptors and maturation by proteolytic cleavage (77, 87) would
occur under the pH conditions present within the lysosome.
The biogenetic schemejust discussed postulates the existence
of intracellular receptors involved in the transport oflysosomal
enzymes to theirsite offunction. In fact, it has been determined
that intracellular membranes contain four times as many re-
ceptor sites for lysosomal enzymes as does the plasma mem-
brane and that the total number of receptors in a cell is
insufficient to explain rates of pinocytotic uptake oflysosomal
enzymes, unless the receptors are reutilized by means of a
recycling process (58, 77). The secretion of lysosomal enzymes
induced by chloroquine treatment and the impairment of
uptake that is caused by this drug can both be explained by the
failure of the receptors to release bound enzymes at the modi-
fied lysosomal pH, which leads to the unavailability of unoc-
cupied receptors in the intracellular and surface membranes
(77). An insufficient number of receptors may also account for
the secretion of lysosomal hydrolase precursors bearing the
Man-6-P marker from different cell lines undernormal growth
conditions.
Although a direct transfer of lysosomal enzymes from the
Golgi apparatus to the lysosomes has not yet been directly
demonstrated, it is currently thought that such a step is part of
the major biogenetic route followed by the hydrolases (209).
The presence of receptors on the plasma membrane could
reflect their recycling through the surface before returning to
the Golgi apparatus. It is still possible, however, as proposed
by von Figura and Weber (235), who detected lysosomal
enzymes at the cell surface by immunofluorescence, that hy-
drolases tightly bound to receptors must be brought to the
plasma membrane before they are interiorized and incorpo-
rated into the lysosome. A pathway involving initial transfer to
the plasma membrane would explain the partial secretion of
hydrolases that is observed in normal cells, although in this
model it must be assumed that addition of Man-6-P to the
medium fails to displace the ligand from the receptor (77).
Although the evidence just discussed indicates that phospho-
mannosyl groups are necessary to effect the correct sorting out
of lysosomal enzymes, it should be recognized that specific
features ofthe polypeptide backbone must determine that these
proteins are appropriate substrates for the enzymes responsible
for this specific posttranslational modification. Furthermore,
other features of the newly synthesized polypeptide, possibly
even those contained within peptide segments that are removed
from precursors by proteolysis, may also be necessary for
transfer of the hydrolases to the lysosomes.
Many secretory polypeptides such as albumin, insulin, col-
lagen, and parathyroid hormones (cf. 149) also exist intracel-
lularly in precursor forms (prosecretory proteins) containing
peptide segments later removed by proteolysis. This raises the
possibility that information within the excised segments may
serve to direct the proteins through the secretory pathway.
However, the presence of propieces in intracellular precursors
is not a general feature of all secretory polypeptides. Further-
more, the removal ofpropieces appears not to be necessary for
secretion, since an abnormal mutant form of human proalbu-
min lacking the protease recognition site is secreted normally
into the bloodstream (26).
The preceding discussion on possible sorting-out mecha-
nisms for proteins discharged into the ER lumen led us to
invoke interactions of specific signals with membrane receptors
which themselves must be segregated in different domains of
intracellular or surface membrane systems. An economic mech-
anism for the segregation ofspecific membrane proteins would
be one involving the recognition of common features within
classes ofpolypeptides with the same destination. In this regard
it is important to note that in simple transmembrane proteins,
such as the G proteins of enveloped viruses, three distinct
polypeptide segments can be recognized that can serve as
sorting-out signals. One of these contains hydrophobic amino
acids and lies within the phospholipid bilayer, whereas the
others are exposed on the cytoplasmic and luminal faces ofthe
membrane. Accumulation of integral membrane proteins in
specific domains ofa membrane system may result from lateral
interactions involving any of these three types of segments, or
from associations mediated by peripheral membrane proteins
on either side ofthe membrane. In particular, segments exposed
on the cytoplasmic side ofthe membrane may establish directly
or indirectly an interaction with cytoskeletal elements respon-
sible for the transfer of the polypeptide between subcellular
compartments. If this is the case, then the transport of poly-
peptides such as El of SFV, which has only three residues
exposed on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane (66), would
require their ohgomeric assembly with other transmembrane
proteins.
Transfer ofmembrane and content proteins between subcel-
lular compartments is thought to proceed through the forma-
tion of vesicles that bud from one type of membrane and fuse
with another (155). Evidence has accumulated indicating that
vesicles coated with a regular basket of the 180,000-dalton
polypeptide clathrin (159) are intermediates in the transfer of
macromolecules between subcellular compartments such as the
ER and Golgi apparatus (103), and are involved in the trans-
port ofproteins to the plasma membrane (63) and in the uptake
of macromolecules by receptor-mediated endocytosis (e.g., 74,
178). A recent study of the pathway followed in virus-infected
cells by the newly synthesized VSV G protein indicates that
clathrin-coated vesicles are involved in the transfer of this
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1 3polypeptide from the ER to the Golgi apparatus and from
there to the plasma membrane (179, 180). Coated vesicles were
prepared from tissue culture cells at different times after label-
ing with ["S]methionine in a pulse-chase experiment. Labeled
Gl, the high mannose form of the G protein, was found in
vesicles isolated a short time after labeling, whereas labeled,
terminally glycosylated, mature Gz, which is insensitive to
endoglycosidase H, appeared in the coated vesicles only at later
times during the chase. Since the G, form of the G protein is
produced in the ER as a result of cotranslational cleavage of
the insertion signal and core glycosylation, whereas conversion
of Gl to G2 is expected to occur in the Golgi apparatus, these
results were interpreted to reflect the participation of coated
vesicles at two stages in the transit of the G protein from its
site of synthesis to the plasma membrane. The G,-containing
vesicles presumably represent the elements transferring the
glycoprotein from the ER to the Golgi apparatus, whereas the
G2-containing coated vesicles would represent the carriers that
bring the mature glycoprotein from the Golgi apparatus to the
cell surface. Preliminary evidence was presented that the two
classes of coated vesicles are structurally distinct since they
could be partially separated by density gradient centrifugation
and could be distinguished by their susceptibility to immune
precipitation with anticlathrin antibodies (179).
It would be of great interest to understand the mechanism
that determines the formation of clathrin-coated vesicles from
specific regions of the ER and Golgi membranes. Although no
direct data on this question are available, by analogy with the
formation of coated vesicles during receptor-mediated endo-
cytosis (29), it can be proposed that cytoplasmic segments of
clusters of transmembrane proteins provide sites for clathrin
recognition and the initiation of basket assembly and vesicle
formation. The question remains, however, for receptor-medi-
ated endocytosis as well as for intracellular transport via coated
vesicles, of which features ofdifferent membrane proteins may
be recognized by clathrin to initiate formation of coated vesi-
cles. Furthermore, nothing is known of how delivery to a
specific accepting membrane is controlled. Sorting-out signals
of the membrane proteins contained within the vesicles could,
of course, play a determinant role in this process.
Although few data are currently available on the nature of
sorting-out processes, speculative considerations such as those
just presented are necessary to provide a conceptual framework
for further investigations in this area, which is central to the
problem of organelle biogenesis. There is, of course, a great
need to accumulate information on primary sequences of or-
ganellar and membrane polypeptides. Such data are rapidly
emerging as the result of advances in protein chemistry and in
recombinant DNA and nucleotide sequencing techniques.
When the structures of the corresponding domains of trans-
membrane proteins are compared with each other, one may be
able to detect features that are likely candidates for the sorting-
out signals that determine segregation in different compart-
ments. Definitive identification of sorting-out signal segments
within membrane and organelle polypeptides will ultimately
require the production of proteins bearing site-specific muta-
tionsand the synthesis of chimeric proteins containing selected
arrays of different putative signal segments, experimental ap-
proaches that have already been applied to studies of insertion
signals (53, 140, 227, 228). Application of recombinant DNA
techniques to eucaryotic cells using newly developed vectors
and transformation techniques that lead to substantial levels of
expression of exogenous artificial genes, together with refined
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methods of cell fractionation and immunocytochemistry, is
likely to play a major role in furthering our understanding of
the sorting-out processes involved in organelle biogenesis.
Posttranslational Transfer of Polypeptides to
Their Sites of Function
It is important to emphasize that synthesis in bound poly-
somes with its concomitant cotranslational insertion into a
membrane is not the only mechanism by which polypeptides
can be transferred across or incorporated into the membranes
of eucaryotic cells. It is now evident that many proteins syn-
thesized on free polysomes and discharged into the cell sap are
subsequently taken up into specific organelles.
The majority of proteins within mitochondria and chloro-
plasts, for example, are coded for by nuclear genes and are
synthesized on cytoplasmic polyribosomes (35, 193). For sev-
eral such proteins it has been shown that incorporation into
the organelle occurs posttranslationally and, therefore, free
polypeptides must in some way pass through the limiting
membranes (34, 82, 84, 91, 128, 129, 165). Such polypeptides
must contain structural features, which may be designated as
"primary organellar addressing signals," that serve to deter-
mine or to stabilize a posttranslational interaction with specific
components of the receptor membrane. It may be suggested
that polypeptides within families with the same organellar
destination contain a common primary addressing signal for
the initial interaction with a single receptor in the cytoplasmic
surface of the membrane limiting that organelle. Once the
posttranslational association of a polypeptide with the organ-
ellar membrane has been established, mechanisms that involve
an energy-consuming system (translocator), conformational
changes and/or proteolytic processing may assist in the subse-
quent passage of the polypeptide through the membrane.
We have recently identified a peptide segment within apo-
cytochrome c that appears to contain the primary addressing
signal that determines the uptake of this protein into mito-
chondria, after the newly synthesized polypeptide is released
from free polysomes (133). Cytochrome c was synthesized in
vitro in translation mixtures programmedwith rat liver mRNA
from animals treated with triiodothyronine, in which levels of
the specific mRNA are increased. It was found that the in-
vitro-synthesized product does not differ in primary sequence
from the mature polypeptide, except that it retains the initiator
methionine. This suggested that components of the signal for
mitochondrial uptake ofapocytochrome c are contained in the
mature polypeptide. When liver mitochondria (but not mito-
plasts devoid ofthe outer organellar membrane) were added to
the cell-free system after translation was completed, the newly
synthesized cytochrome c became inaccessible to digestion by
exogenous proteases and was recovered with the sedimentable
mitochondrial fraction. A similar posttranslational uptake has
been reported for Neurospora cytochrome c (110, 251). The
specificity of the posttranslational uptake of rat liver cyto-
chrome c was demonstrated by the fact that added apocyto-
chrome c, but not the native holocytochrome, could compete
with the in-vitro-synthesized product for its incorporation into
mitochondria. Competition experiments using separated cyan-
ogen bromide fragments of apocytochrome c revealed that the
signal for posttranslational uptake resides within a segment of
the polypeptide that extends from residue 66 to the carboxy-
terminal end, since only this segment could compete with and,
at appropriate concentrations, completely prevent the entrance
of the in vitro product into the organelle. It is interesting tonote that the segment containing the putative signal for mito-
chondrial uptake includes that portion of cytochrome c that is
most highly conserved in evolution (132, 232). The failure of
the native holocytochrome to compete with the in vitroproduct
for a hypothetical receptor on the mitochondrial surface sug-
gests that acquisition ofthe heme leads to sequestration of the
signal segment within the protein molecule and that the final
folding of the polypeptide mediated by heme binding occurs
within the mitochondria.
With the exception of cytochrome c and the ADP-ATP
translocators of the inner mitochondrial membrane (133, 251,
252), for which high molecular weight precursors have not
been detected, studies with other mitochondrial polypeptides
of cytoplasmic origin, such as subunit V of cytochrome bCL
(39), cytochrome c peroxidase (129), citrate synthase (85),
subunits of cytochrome oxidase (171), and ATPase (120, 128,
192), as well as polypeptides of the mitochondrial matrix such
as carbamylphosphate synthetase (141, 203) and ornithine
transcarbamylase (38), have shown that these polypeptides are
released from cytoplasmic polysomes, as precursors that are
proteolytically processed upon entrance into the organelle. A
similar mechanism appears to operate in chloroplasts. For
example, it has been demonstrated that the small subunit of
ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase, which is a chloroplast
polypeptide synthesizedon free cytoplasmic polyribosomes (48,
91), undergoes posttranslational proteolytic removal of an
amino-terminal segment, 44 amino acids in length, during or
immediately after its incorporation into the organelle (34, 48,
91, 196). The endopeptidase that effects the proteolytic cleavage
is apparently a soluble enzyme located within the chloroplast
(34, 91). The suggestion was made (196) that the transient
segment, which does not contain the cluster of hydrophobic
amino acid residues characteristic of signals for cotranslational
insertion, represents a "transit sequence" that mediates the
recognition ofthe newly synthesized polypeptide by membrane
receptors and its subsequent transport into the chloroplast
stroma. It should be noted, however, that segments removed
by proteolytic cleavage during the posttranslational uptake of
polypeptides synthesized in free polysomes may not themselves
necessarily represent the primary organellar addressing signals
that interact directly with organelle receptors. If this were the
case, transient amino-terminal segments, like the one in pre-
cursor of the small subunit of ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate car-
boxylase, would be recognized in nascent polypeptides and
would lead to association of ribosomes synthesizing these poly-
peptides with the outer organellar membrane. Instead, it may
be proposed that peptide segments removed after entrance into
the organelle serve to maintain the polypeptide released from
the ribosome in a configuration in which a true signal, to which
other features of the polypeptide may contribute, is recogniz-
able by the organelle surface receptors. The change in confor-
mation that results from removal of the terminal peptide and
leads to the functional form of the protein may, ofcourse, also
play a role in the retention of the polypeptide within the
organelle.
The presence of a transient peptide may not always be
required to maintain a newly synthesized polypeptide in a
conformation capable of interacting with the organelle recep-
tors. In the case of cytochrome c, for example, the necessary
conformation is present in the apocytochrome before acquisi-
tion of the heme, and a conformational change occurs upon
entrance into the organelle without the need for proteolysis.
The notion that, when present, the transient segment serves to
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maintain a newly synthesized polypeptide in a conformation
that is recognized by the specific membrane receptor resembles
aspects of the "membrane trigger folding hypothesis" ofWick-
ner (243), who emphasizedthe possible role oftransient peptide
segments inaltering the folding pathway ofa newlysynthesized
polypeptide.
It has been shown that posttranslational maturation of poly-
peptides destined to the chloroplast stroma and the inner
chamber of mitochondria requires the expenditure of energy
(80, 148). It remains to be determined whether energy is
required for the operation ofthe translocation mechanisms that
effect passage of the polypeptides through the membranes or
for subsequent modifications that lead to the functional config-
uration of the proteins, and possibly render the uptake process
irreversible.
It has recently been shown that transmembrane insertion
and posttranslational maturation of a precursor of the M13
phage coat protein destined for the cytoplasmic membrane of
E. coli require the maintenance of an electrochemical potential
across the membrane (42, 43). This was inferred from the
observations that these processes are prevented by metabolic
poisons that uncouple oxidative phosphorylation but not by
arsenate, which depletes the cellular pool of high-energy phos-
phate bonds but does not dissipate the electrochemical gradient
(43).
Studies on the biosynthesis of the peroxisomal enzymes urate
oxidase and catalase have shown that these proteins are syn-
thesized in free polysomes (73, 112). Thus, the completed
polypeptides must also cross an organellar membrane post-
translationally but it is yet to be demonstrated whether they
are incorporated directly into preexisting peroxisomes or into
developing forms that may bud from the ER. The occurrence
of posttranslational modifications has not been documented in
these cases.
Further studies to identify and characterize the signals that
determine posttranslational uptake of polypeptides and the
receptors and proteases that must be associated with the lim-
iting membranes of mitochondria, chloroplasts, and possibly
peroxisomes, are necessary to understand the processes that
allow translocation of families of completed polypeptides from
the cell sap to these specific subcellular compartments.
The large number of different polypeptides synthesized by
free cytoplasmic ribosomes that must reach the various sub-
compartments of mitochondria and chloroplasts raises the pos-
sibility that common sites of entry are used for the posttrans-
lational uptake of the resident polypeptides of one or more
subcompartments. By analogy with events following cotransla-
tional insertion into the ER, the initial uptake of a polypeptide
into the organelle by a common mechanism could then be
followed by its sorting out to one of the various subcompart-
ments within the organelle.
The existence of posttranslational translocations of polypep-
tides into semiautonomous organelles raises the question of
whether a similar mechanism could be utilized for the insertion
of at least some proteins into the ER, Golgi complex, and
plasma membrane systems, organelles for which cotransla-
tional insertion has been demonstrated or is thought to play
the major role. Although the proposal has been made (183)
that secretory proteins may be discharged into the cell sap, in
which case secretion would require only a direct crossing of
the plasma membrane, no well-documented case of posttrans-
lational transfer across or transmembrane insertion of a poly-
peptide into the ER, Golgi complex, or plasma membrane has
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Current notions on the mechanism of protein glycosylation
appear to exclude the possibility that glycoproteins containing
asparagine-linked carbohydrates are posttranslationally in-
serted into membranes since nascent polypeptides seem to be
the substrate required by membrane-associated enzymes for
the transfer of a core oligosaccharide from a lipidintermediate
to an exposed AsN-X-(Ser-Thr) sequence in the polypeptide
chain (219). For nonglycosylated integral membrane proteins,
however, a posttranslational translocation or transmembrane
insertion into ER, Golgi complex, and plasma membrane
systems would remain theoretically possible, if appropriate
receptors or translocators existed in these membranes to ensure
the specific subcellular distribution and asymmetric orienta-
tion. In fact, our work with the Na+,K+-ATPase of the plasma
membrane indicates that the large nonglycosylated subunit of
this protein is synthesized in free polysomes and is discharged
in the cell sap before its ultimate incorporation into the plasma
membrane. The glycosylated small subunit of the ATPase is,
however, synthesized in the rough endoplasmic reticulum and
interaction between the two subunits may be an important
event in the posttranslational assembly of the mature protein
within the membrane (201).
Several ER integral membrane proteins such as cytochrome
b5 and NADH cytochrome b5 reductase that are exposed on
the cytoplasmic membrane face and do not appear to have a
transmembrane disposition have recently been demonstrated
to be synthesized in free polysomes (23, 75, 151, 167) and must
therefore be inserted posttranslationally into their membrane
sites offunction. Theseproteins contain hydrophobic segments
located near the carboxy-terminal end (153) that are likely to
serve as posttranslational insertion signals responsible for the
permanent association of the polypeptides with the ER mem-
brane. Although no experimental evidence has been provided,
it can be presumed that the association of the polyoma middle
T antigen with the plasma membrane also occurs posttransla-
tionally. The nucleotide sequence of the gene indicates the
presence of a single hydrophobic segment in the polypeptide
located near the carboxy-terminal end (215).
As mentioned previously, substantial evidence has recently
been presented that in vivo the procoat protein of the coli
phage M13 of E. coli is synthesized in free polysomes and is
inserted into the cytoplasmic membrane posttranslationally
(98, 99). Although Wickner and his colleagues (244) have also
provided evidence that such posttranslational insertion can be
effected in vitro after synthesis is completed, the experiments
of Chang et al. (31) led to the opposite conclusion. They
indicated that in vitro insertion of the M13 coat protein in the
proper transmembrane orientation, with concomitant cleavage
of the leader segment, occurred only when inverted cytoplasmic
membrane vesicles were present during polypeptide synthesis
and not when they were added after synthesis was completed.
In a recent review, Wicker (243) summarized a number of
cases in which soluble secreted proteins can later become
incorporated into or traverse cellular membranes in order to
carry out their functions. Such examples include the membrane
attack complex of complement (163), the mellitin component
of bee venom (245), and bacterial toxins (239). He also men-
tions instances in which proteins may have been assembled
asymmetrically into phospholipid bilayers of vesicles formed
during membrane reconstitution experiments. On the basis of
these observations and his studies on the posttranslational
incorporation of the M13 procoat protein into the E. coli
cytoplasmic membrane, Wickner has proposed a generalized
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model for the incorporation of proteins into membranes that
does not require coupling to protein synthesis or the presence
of a proteinaceous pore in the membrane. In this "membrane
trigger folding hypothesis" (243), proteins encounter their tar-
get membranes during or shortly after their synthesis, after
they have become folded in a manner compatible with the
aqueous environment to which they are first exposed. This
encounter would trigger the refolding of the protein into a
conformation that exposes hydrophobic regions to the hydro-
phobic core of the membrane and allows penetration of the
polypeptide through the phospholipid bilayer.
According to Wickner's model, transient peptide segments
in precursor forms would serve mainly to alter the folding
pathway of the polypeptide, which is modified when the poly-
peptide enters the phospholipid bilayer to achieve the final
conformation. Although in this model a specific receptor pro-
tein may or may not be involved in facilitating the insertion
process, the final conformation of the protein would be deter-
mined solely by the primary amino acid sequence and, one
would presume, by the composition of the lipid bilayer and,
possibly, interactions with other proteins.
In the membrane trigger hypothesis, removal ofthe transient
segment is envisaged to permit the proteins to function or "to
drive the assembly reaction." In this regard, a recent example
has been presented of a conformational difference between
precursors and mature forms of a single membrane protein.
The unprocessed precursor of the leucine binding protein of
the E. coli membrane was found to be much more sensitive to
proteolytic cleavage at sites located within the body of the
molecule than the mature protein (152).
Wickner has argued (243) that cotranslational insertion can-
not be an important means of ensuring the transverse disposi-
tion of proteins that cross the membrane more than once or
have their amino-terminal ends exposed on the cytoplasmic
face of the membranes and in his view only the thermody-
namics of protein folding governs the assembly of a protein in
a membrane. The more generalized signal hypothesis presented
in this paper, however, clearly accounts for various transverse
dispositions of polypeptides as well as for more than one
crossing of the membrane. Such dispositions are the direct
result of the mechanism of cotranslational insertion, if amino-
terminal and interior insertion signals, as well as halt transfer
signals, are assumed to be present more than once in a single
polypeptide.
It should be noted that the class of proteins that is inserted
cotranslationally into ER membranes, including secretory,
membrane, and lysosomal polypeptides, clearly shows a behav-
ior different from that expected from Wickner's model. The
transient amino-terminal peptides of these proteins may alter
the folding pathway of the polypeptides, but, in contrast to
Wickner's prediction, if synthesis is completed in an aqueous
environment, the folded preproteins cannot enter the mem-
brane. The behavior of these polypeptides is better explained
by assuming that the leader segments serve as signals to estab-
lish an association of the ribosome with the membrane that
ensures that complete folding does not take place in the
aqueous environment of the cytoplasmic side. Thus, at least
for certain portions of the polypeptide, folding could take
place, from the very beginning, in the hydrophobic environ-
ment of the membrane, or after the polypeptide reaches the
luminal side.
In consideringmechanisms for the posttranslational insertion
ofsome transmembrane proteins into membranes, Singer (207)
has paid special attention to the transmembrane insertion ofoligomeric proteins that form channels for ion transport across
membranes . He suggested that, posttranslationally, single sub-
units of these proteins could first become partially embedded
in the cytoplasmic side of the membrane and that, subse-
quently, the spontaneous dimerization of these polypeptides
would form a channel initially located entirely on that side of
the membrane . To explain passage across the membrane,
Singer invoked hydrophobic processing of amino acid residues
on the exposed faces of this dimer by reactions that would
eliminate polar and ionic groups and facilitate penetration of
the aggregate through the phospholipid bilayer. It was further
assumed that hydrophilic processing by glycosylation of resi-
dues emerging on the other side of the membrane could serve
to pull more of the polypeptide through the membrane . The
latter aspect of this model recalls Bretscher's (28) earlier pro-
posal of a role of glycosylation in stabilizing the transmem-
brane disposition of membrane proteins, which were assumed
to be synthesized in free polysomes and to become originally
inserted into membranes spontaneously. As indicated previ-
ously, multimeric transmembrane proteins containing nongly-
cosylated subunits, such as the Na+,K+-ATPase of plasma
membranes (201), offer the opportunity to study mechanisms
by which polypeptides with a transmembrane disposition may
be incorporated posttranslationally into functional membrane-
bound complexes .
A Scheme for an Evolutionary Relationship
between the Processes of Membrane Biogenesis
and Secretion
The previous discussion has emphasized extensive similari-
ties between the biogenetic pathways for secretory and mem-
brane proteins. It appears unlikely that so similar strategies as
are used by these two classes of proteins for traversing or
penetrating cellular membranes and for circulation within the
cell (60, 155, 181, 188) have developed independently during
the course of evolution . In an early discussion of the role of
membrane-bound ribosomes in the synthesis of secretory and
ER membrane proteins, Palade (154) intimated that some ER
membrane proteins may have served as "ancestral models" for
secretory proteins . Indeed, it is reasonable to assume that
membrane and secretory proteins, as we know them today,
represent elaborations on different stages of a progressive
evolutionary development that first led to the insertion of
cytoplasmic proteins into membranes and later to the extrusion
of portions of these proteins from the cell and their release
from the membrane by proteolytic cleavage.
In this regard it should be noted that membrane proteins are
likely to have been present in even the most primitive cells,
where they participated in essential functions such as nutrient
and ion transport, electron transport, and enzymatic catalysis
of reactions that require hydrophobic environments. On the
other hand, secretion, although a widespread and important
biological phenomenon, is likely to have first represented only
a specialized function of some cells, appearing as a relatively
late development in the course of evolution. These considera-
tions lead us to propose what may be regarded as a plausible
evolutionary scenario for the origin of secretory proteins and
for the development of a secretory apparatus.
In this scheme, we first consider a primordial cell type (Fig.
5I) that has no intracellular membrane-bounded organelles
and is limited by a simple phospholipid bilayer. It may be
assumed that the presence of hydrophobic regions in some of
the proteins released by ribosomes, or their primitive counter-
SABATINI
FIGURE 5
￿
An evolutionary scenario for the origin of secretory poly-
peptides from ancestral membrane proteins and the subsequent
development of a secretory apparatus . It is presumed in a primordial
cell (1) the association of proteins with the lipid membrane was a
posttranslational event determined by hydrophobic segments
within the proteins. Hydrophobic segments, located sufficiently
near the amino-terminus of the protein, led to association of nascent
polypeptides with the membrane, an event that facilitated traversal
of the hydrophobic barrier during polypeptide synthesis before the
protein achieved its final folding (11) . This process generates the first
transmembrane proteins . Proteolysis and shedding of exposed seg-
ments of transmembrane proteins marks the evolutionary origin of
secretion (111) . The drawings to the right of I, II, and III represent
magnifications showing the spatial disposition of membrane pro-
teins in the bilayer . The shaded area corresponds to the cytoplasm .
The appearance of ribosome binding sites in the membranes ensures
the coupling of protein synthesis and vectorial discharge . The ca-
pacity for secretion is enhanced by the development of membrane
invaginations (IV), which makes posttranslational modifications
possible and allows for the storage of secretory products . Ribosome
binding sites then become restricted to invaginated areas of the
plasma membrane which, in the final stages of evolution, give rise
to the endoplasmic reticulum (V) . Membrane channels that serve
to connect this proto ER with the cell surface represent possible
precursors of the Golgi apparatus .
parts, into the intracellular milieu led to their subsequent
incorporation into the cytoplasmic face of the hydrophobic
boundary layer and thus to the development of a primitive
membrane (Fig . 5f) . No specific mechanism for such an
insertion developed, however, until proteins were synthesized
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17that contained hydrophobic regions located sufficiently near
the amino-terminal end of the polypeptide so as to become
exposed to the intracellularenvironment before translation was
completed (Fig. 5 II). This would have resulted in the associ-
ation ofthe ribosomes themselves with the membrane via their
nascent chains, and therefore in the coupling of the processes
of translation and insertion of the polypeptide into the phos-
pholipid bilayer. Because some polypeptides were inserted into
the membrane during their synthesis, before they were com-
pletely folded in an aqueous environment, the association of
the ribosomes with the membrane may have facilitated the
traversing of the phospholipid barrier and the appearance of
the first transmembrane proteins, which marked the emergence
ofa true plasma membrane. A most important consequence of
the generation of transmembrane proteins is that only cleavage
of portions exposed on the cell surface, effected by environ-
mental conditions or by putative membrane-associated pro-
teases, was required for the shedding of polypeptide segments
that represented the origin of secretion (Fig. 5111).
The ability to shed polypeptide fragments is likely to have
conferred great evolutionary advantages to secreting cells,
which in this way became able to modify their environment.
Primordial secreted polypeptides may have exerted physical
effects and allowed for a primitive regulation of the osmotic
pressure and surface tension. More importantly, they are likely
to have served biological functions such as acting as scavenger
enzymes that derived nutrients from surrounding macromole-
cules, as proposed for the most primitive heterotrophes by
deDuve and Wattiaux (45). It is reasonable to assume that to
enable a more effective secretion by shedding, the hydrophobic
segment, which originally served as a primitive signal for
insertion ofthe nascent protein into the membrane, was in later
stages in evolution transferred to the amino-terminal end of
the polypeptide by genetic mechanisms involving DNA trans-
location. The effective result of this terminalization of the
primitive signal would have been the formation of extremely
amphipathic molecules (equivalent to present presecretory pro-
teins) that served as ideal substrates for cleavage into two
independent parts: hydrophobic ones, which remained mem-
brane-associated, and hydrophilic portions, which were re-
leased into the environment.
The selective advantages conferred by secretion must have
also resulted in the elaboration of a more efficient secretory
apparatus, which, according to the previous scheme, must have
been derived from the plasma membrane. One early develop-
ment may have been the appearance ofribosome receptors on
the membrane that allowed for a direct tight binding to the
membrane of the ribosomes engaged in the insertion of their
nascent polypeptides. This should have facilitated the insertion
process by coupling the energy of protein synthesis to the
insertion, and contributing to this process the energy of binding
of the ribosomes to the receptors.
Another elaboration that would have enhanced the cellular
capacity for secretion is the formation of plasma membrane
invaginations that enlarged the membrane surface available
for ribosome binding. A secondary, but important consequence
of the appearance of a membrane invagination (Fig. 5 IV) is
the creation of a pouch in which shed portions of surface
molecules could be collected before discharge into the environ-
ment. deDuve and Wattiaux (45) have envisioned that the
development of a pouch in the early stages of evolution of
eucaryotic cells allowed captured food and secreted enzymes
to be trapped together and therefore proposed that it was
followed by the formation of an endocytic vacuole, which
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represented the earliest form of lysosomes. The creation of a
pouch that ultimately became sealed off from the surface,
forming a primitive secretory vacuole, may have had additional
profound evolutionary consequences by radically changing the
character of the secretory process. Secretory discharge needed
no longer be a continuous event that fatally followed cleavage
ofthe polypeptide. Instead, mechanisms for its regulation could
evolve that converted it into a flexible response controlled by
stimuli, which either led to the opening of the communication
between the pouch and the cell surface or regulated the fusion
of the membrane of the primitive secretory vacuole with the
plasma membrane. Furthermore, the dissociation between syn-
thesis of polypeptides and their release to their environment
created the possibility of posttranslational modifications ofthe
secretory products by enzyme systems located in the invagi-
nated membranes. Because of the evolutionary advantages of
these posttranslational modifications, the partial internalization
of ribosome binding sites that resulted from the early invagi-
nation is likely to have been followed by a strict segregation of
binding sites to the invaginated membranes, which, when
independent from the cell surface, became a proto-ER as well
as a primitive secretory vacuole. A concentration of ribosome
binding sites in the deeper portions of the endoplasmic mem-
brane system is likely to have ensued since it introduced a
definite vectorial character to the pathway of circulation of
secretory polypeptides within the cell. It could be hypothesized
that because newly synthesized polypeptides entering into the
ER must traverse the rest ofthe system to reach the cell surface,
ordered sequences of posttranslational modifications became
possible and compartmentalization of the corresponding en-
zymes in different regions of the endoplasmic membrane sys-
tem occurred. The smooth ER and Golgi apparatus may indeed
be considered evolutionary elaborations on membrane chan-
nels that served to link deeper portions of the invaginations
bearing ribosomes with the cell surface. These developments
may have enabled the segregation ofcertain classes ofsecretory
proteins into primitive primary lysosomes, whereas others
could be concentrated in granules to be secreted at the cell
surface by exocytosis.
In this evolutionary view, secretion is the function that
sustained the development of an intracellular membrane sys-
tem, and the rough ER plays a critical role in the development
of several other organelles that are part of the endoplasmic
membrane system of the cell. In the final stages of the proposed
evolutionary process, the different compartments of the endo-
plasmic system that are derived from the plasma membrane do
not communicate permanently with each other, and specific
recognition systems between the different membranes devel-
oped that enabled the transfer of material from one compart-
ment to another, storage in secretory granules or in primary
lysosomes, and discharge to selected areas ofplasma membrane
(either interiorized in the form of phagocytic vacuoles or at the
cell surface), while the rest of the system remained sealed off
from the environment.
Although the evolutionary process just described provides a
possible explanation for the origin of the secretory apparatus,
it also implies that membrane proteins had the opportunity to
become substratesfor posttranslational modifications that may
have evolved for or become characteristic of secretory proteins,
and vice versa. This might have accelerated the development
of new functional properties for both types of proteins, with
selective advantages for the cell.
Finally, it should be noted that although a narrow interpre-
tation ofthe evolutionary scheme proposed would suggest thatall secretary proteins are derived from ancestral membrane
proteins, with the cotranslational insertion signal representing
a trace of their evolutionary history, one cannot ignore the
possibility of frequent geneticrecombination events generating
newsecretaryor membrane proteins by linkingsignal segments
to preexisting cytoplasmic proteins, in amanner similar to that
effected in the laboratory through genetic engineering manip-
ulations (199, 227, 228). In addition, the existence of mecha-
nisms for splicing together noncontiguous segments of RNA
molecules during the processing of messenger RNA precursors
creates the possibility of linking a single cotranslational inser-
tion,halt transfer, sorting-out, or primaryorganellar addressing
signal to several proteins with differentfunctionsor,conversely,
forgenerating single functional activities with multiple cellular
locations.
The suggestion that secretary proteins originated as shed
fragmentsofmembrane proteins raises the possibility that even
in the contemporary biospheresome secretarypolypeptides are
derived by proteolysis from existing membrane proteins. The
proposed evolutionary relationship between membrane pro-
teins and secretary proteins also suggests the possibility that
complementary structural features of specific secretary and
membrane polypeptides that were once contiguous in a primi-
tive (ancestral) transmembrane protein are still manifested in
functional interactions between their evolutionary derivatives.
We may suspect, for example, that such a relationship exists
for some peripheral and integral membrane proteins that form
complexesat the cell surface, such as /32-microglobulin and the
heavy chain component of the histocompatibility antigen, or
between some polypeptide hormones and their membrane
receptors.
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